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ABSTRACT 
Finite Element Modeling of Full Depth Precast Concrete Bridge Deck Connections In 
Bending and Shear 
 
by 
Patrick H. James, Master of Science 
Utah State University, 2012 
Major Professor: Dr. Paul Barr 
Department of Civil and Environmental Engineering 
The need for reduced construction times of highway bridges has become more 
important recently. Precast concrete panels used for the bridge deck replacements are 
being used more frequently in order to achieve this reduced construction time and to also 
reduce the cost of the construction. Bridges can also be repaired quickly and with less 
cost if individual panels can be replaced when needed instead of replacing the entire 
bridge deck. The problem at hand is the structural integrity of these individual precast 
bridge deck panels. The joints in-between these panels often crack due to service stresses. 
These cracks expose the steel in the deck and lead to corrosion of the girders. Various 
transverse connections have been tested at Utah State University to address this problem. 
These tested connections supply post-tensioning of the panels along the joints to reduce 
cracking and increase flexural and shear capacity. Among these tested connections 
include the standard Utah Department of Transportation connections. Also several 
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variations of a curved bolt connection have been tested. To further analyze these 
connections and compare with the laboratory test results, finite element models were 
created using the finite element software ANSYS. 
The finite element models were used to create load-deflection curves and figures 
to show failure. These were compared with the results from the laboratory testing. The 
finite element analyses and laboratory testing produced similar results. The new curved 
strand method tested in this research was found to be more satisfactory than the old 
curved bolt method.  
(116 pages) 
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PUBLIC ABSTRACT 
Finite Element Modeling of Full Depth Precast Concrete Bridge Deck Connections In 
Bending and Shear 
 
by 
Patrick H. James, Master of Science 
Utah State University, 2012 
 Computer analysis can be used as a great tool to analyze bridge components 
without the need to build the bridge. It can also verify what is happening with the bridge 
under laboratory testing or everyday conditions. This research uses a computer analysis 
program called ANSYS to verify what is occurring during laboratory testing of a 
proposed bridge connection used in accelerated bridge construction. Accelerated bridge 
construction is a form of construction which attempts to assemble an overpass bridge in 
the shortest time possible to reduce road closures. This saves money and prevents traffic 
problems for the general public. 
 The proposed bridge connection is a curved cable that will pull individual 
concrete panels together to form a complete bridge deck. This is to prevent cracking in-
between the panels, which would result in water getting in the deck and corroding the 
bridge. The curved cables are proposed for bridge construction because of the ability and 
ease of replacing individual panels when the bridge needs repaired. This saves money by 
replacing individual panels instead of the entire bridge.  
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The panels are constructed off site and placed on the girders after they are set in 
place. The cables are then placed through the panels and tightened to pull the panels 
together. This research simulated the bridge construction and use with various sized 
panels and tests. After tests were performed in the lab the computer analysis program 
ANSYS was used to verify the results.  
 The computer analysis results were found to agree with the laboratory testing by 
comparing how each reacted under different loads. The margin of error between the 
results was low enough to conclude that the computer program was acting in the same 
way as the actual bridge. The computer results also showed characteristics of the bridge 
that could not be seen from the laboratory testing, which helped the understanding of how 
the bridge will react in actual conditions.  
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CHAPTER I 
INTRODUCTION 
 Accelerated bridge construction (ABC) has become an important part of many 
Departments of Transportation (DOT), including the Utah Department of Transportation 
(UDOT).The practice of ABC allows for a reduced closure of the road while the bridge is 
under construction. Deck panels are cast off site and transported to the construction site 
where they are placed on the girders and connected together. Several different 
connections are used to connect these precast bridge decks together. Some of these 
connection types post-tension the panels together to reduce cracking along the joints. 
Cracking along the joint occurs from tensile forces induced by the load induced moments 
on the bridge. When cracking occurs, the steel components of the bridge can become 
subject to moisture and corrode causing the structure to fail or require replacement. The 
post-tensioning eliminates cracking by keeping the concrete panels in compression during 
loading.  
 Several post-tensioning systems have been tested and used for precast concrete 
deck systems. UDOT has implemented a straight post-tensioning system for their ABC 
bridges. However, this straight bolt post-tensioning does not allow for individual panels 
to be replaced. To replace a panel with straight post-tensioning all of the panels must be 
removed. In order to address this problem, a curved bolt post-tensioning system has been 
developed and tested. Instead of running through several panels the curved bolts only 
connect two panels together. With these curve bolts, a single panel can be replaced by 
removing the bolts, replacing the panel, then putting the bolts back in and tensioning 
them.  
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 This research focuses on this curved bolt, post-tensioning system. Bridge deck 
specimens were built and tested in the Systems, Materials and Structural Health 
(SMASH) laboratory at Utah State University. This testing will be discussed briefly in 
this paper and additional information can be found in Wells (2012). This paper focuses 
on the finite element modeling used to compare with the laboratory test results. These 
finite element models were created using the software ANSYS 13.0. The finite element 
modeling provided a better understanding of what occurred during the laboratory testing. 
It is important to be able to accurately model these connections with finite element 
analysis in order to allow further analysis without the need to physically construct and 
test the bridge panels.  
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CHAPTER II 
LITERATURE REVIEW 
 The use of finite element modeling can greatly aid the design of structures 
including precast concrete deck bridges. If accurate models can be created and produce 
the results of the bridge behavior they can be used to analyze different deck connections 
without physically building them. This can reduce the costs of the research and help the 
researchers understand which designs should be pursued. Many different connections for 
post-tensioned precast bridge decks have been researched to find the most efficient 
connection to prevent cracking. Several different finite element programs have been used 
to aid in the design and research of these connections. 
 The finite element program ANSYS (ANSYS 2010) is a popular choice in 
modeling precast concrete bridge systems because of its accuracy in modeling of the 
nonlinear connection characteristics. ANSYS is able to model the cracking and crushing 
properties of the concrete. This can help the researcher evaluate where the concrete 
bridge deck will crack without building an actual specimen and testing it in the lab.  
Research done by Smith-Pardo et al. (2006) used different finite element models 
(FEM) to examine transverse stresses on a deck-on-girder system with transverse post-
tensioning. The purpose of the research was to determine how transverse stresses were 
distributed along the top surface of the deck when the deck was transversely post-
tensioned. The goal of the research was to obtain the required stress from the post-
tensioning in order to obtain low or no tensile stress along the deck, which would prevent 
cracking and corrosion of the bridge. The researchers used two different finite element 
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programs with four different finite element analysis (FEA) techniques to evaluate the 
transverse stresses.  
 The two FEA programs used for this research were SAP2000 for the first three 
model types and ANSYS 5.7 for the fourth model type. Type I modeled the girders and 
diaphragms as frame elements and the deck as shell elements. The frame elements were 
rigidly connected to the deck. With Type II modeling the top and bottom flanges and 
webs of the girders were modeled as frame elements. The diaphragms and deck were 
modeled as shell elements. All elements were again rigidly connected. For the Type III 
modeling the top flanges of the girders and the diaphragms were analyzed as frame 
elements, which were rigidly connected to the deck. The webs of the girders and the deck 
were modeled with shell elements. Type IV models were created in ANSYS and used 
solid brick elements for the girders and the diaphragms. The deck was modeled with shell 
elements.  
The four different finite element model types were compared with experimental 
results from previous research done at the University of Texas. The research also studied 
the different stresses with the diaphragms in different locations. The two cases observed 
with the FEA were an all diaphragm case and an end-diaphragm case. The error of each 
FEM type was obtained by finding the difference between the calculated and measured 
stress and dividing these two by the measured stress and presenting it as a percent. Type 
IV, or the ANSYS models, had the lowest mean error at 12% for the all diaphragm cases 
while the SAP models resulted in a 14% error. For the end-diaphragm case the ANSYS 
model had a mean error of 13% while the SAP models had a mean error of 14%. The first 
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model type with SAP was arbitrarily chosen to finish the research since the difference in 
results between the types was not significant. 
Barbosa and Ribeiro (1998) performed research to investigate the use of ANSYS 
in accurately modeling reinforced concrete structures. The modeling of reinforced 
concrete and all of its properties has been found to be difficult. The researchers 
investigated several different models of the same structure in ANSYS to examine the 
behaviors of the different material modeling criteria. A simply supported reinforced 
concrete beam was used as the test subject in this research. The beam was modeled using 
different criteria in ANSYS and the results were compared to theoretical calculations, 
however, no experimental beam was used to compare the results. 
The reinforced concrete beam was modeled with solid elements since solid 
elements are the only elements in ANSYS which can utilize various concrete properties. 
The reinforcement was modeled in two different ways; as discrete reinforcement using 
truss elements and as smeared reinforcement in the solid elements. Each of these 
reinforcement models were tested with four different concrete modeling criteria. The first 
concrete criterion was to use a linear elastic behavior with cracking and crushing turned 
on in the concrete. The second criteria included an elastic perfectly plastic concrete 
model based on the Drucker-Prager yield criterion and the crushing of the concrete was 
turned off. The third model used a multilinear work hardening stress-strain curve that 
implemented a Von Mises yield criterion. The fourth model was the same as the third 
except crushing was turned back on. The material model used for the reinforcing steel 
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was elastic perfectly plastic for all models except for the first one which used linear 
elastic properties for both the concrete and steel.  
 The results showed that the load vs. deflection plots were very similar for every 
concrete model in the linear elastic range. The models using the smeared reinforcement 
were found to produce smoother load vs. deflection curves than when the discrete 
reinforcing was used. The models with linear elastic characteristics for the concrete and 
steel with crushing enabled performed as expected and only showed results in the linear 
region. The model using the Drucker-Prager yield criterion and discrete reinforcing also 
did not make it past the linear elastic region.  The model with smeared reinforcing and 
the Drucker-Prager yield criterion did make it to the plastic region, but seemed to be a 
little stiffer than the theoretical curve. This inaccuracy with the Drucker-Prager models 
came from the fact that the concrete in compression resisted higher stresses than it should 
have. 
 The models using the Von Mises multilinear work hardening for the concrete with 
crushing turned off performed slightly better in comparison to the previously mentioned 
models. These models were able to calculate performance in the plastic region and 
display a load vs. deflection curve similar to the theoretical curve. When crushing of the 
concrete was still on with the Von Mises criterion the model failed to converge before it 
reached the plastic region. Barbosa and Ribeiro stated that the results seen from 
combining crushing and plasticity suggest that there is an incompatibility between 
yielding and failure in ANSYS. This study therefore concluded that crushing of concrete 
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should not be used and a Von Mises work hardening yield criterion for concrete was best 
to predict a full load vs. deflection curve.  
 The use of ANSYS to model pre-stressed concrete systems was studied in 
research by Fanning (2001). The research incorporated physical tests of an ordinarily 
reinforced 3 meter long concrete beam and a 9 meter long, pre-stressed concrete, T-beam. 
The research subsequently compared the experimental data to theoretical calculations and 
a finite element model using ANSYS.  
The ANSYS models were created using Solid65 elements for the concrete. The 
reinforcement bars in the ordinarily reinforced beam were modeled using Link8 spar 
elements. The post-tensioning cables in the T-beam model were modeled using the Link8 
elements as well. The rest of the internal reinforcement, however, was modeled using a 
smeared reinforcement approach instead of the discrete modeling. The load in the post-
tensioning cables was applied in the ANSYS model by using an initial strain input in the 
Link8 elements. 
 Significant attention was placed on material properties in this research. The 
researcher stressed the importance of inputting the correct properties in the ANSYS 
models. The research presents two different FE models with different material properties 
to show the sensitivity to changing properties. A generic model was presented with which 
the compressive strength of the concrete was used to calculate the other properties of the 
concrete. This model also used the nominal strength of the reinforcement steel. The other 
model used assumed values for the reinforcement and concrete from material testing. The 
reinforcement yield strength was assumed to be higher than the standard nominal 
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strength. The model with the generic material properties matches the experimental data 
well until nonlinear behavior. The generic model then failed to achieve the same ultimate 
strength as the test. The model with assumed values and higher reinforcement yield 
strength matched the experimental data more closely.  
 The researcher concluded that FEMs can be used to predict the behavior of 
concrete beams since the FEMs matched the experimental data closely. However, the 
researcher emphasized the importance of accurately determining the material properties 
for the models. The reinforcement yield strength in concrete beams is likely to be higher 
than the nominal yield strength. The researcher also states that FEM of post-tensioned 
beams is complicated by the loss of post-tensioning forces throughout the life of the 
structure. These post-tensioning losses should be accounted for when modeling post-
tensioned systems. 
 Research was done by Issa et al. (1998) to evaluate the effectiveness of post-
tensioning on precast full depth bridge panels. Two different bridge types were analyzed; 
a simply supported span and a three-span continuous bridge. These two bridge types were 
modeled with the finite element program ALGOR. Beam elements were used to model 
the shear studs. Brick elements were used to model the precast panels, shear pockets, 
transverse joints, closure pours, and the parapets. Plate elements were used to model the 
beams and diaphragms. Truss elements were used to model the steel reinforcement and 
the post-tensioning tendons.  
 The goal of this research was to find the optimal amount of post-tensioning stress 
on the transverse joint to maintain the joint in compression and therefore avoid cracking. 
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A truck load was applied after different amounts of stress were achieved on the transverse 
joints of each bridge type. The joint stresses used were 200 psi, 300 psi, 400 psi, and 600 
psi. The results of the FEA for each magnitude of stress were then observed to see if the 
bridge experienced tension at any point along the bridge deck. Since negative bending 
occurred in the three-span bridge the stresses were observed on the bottom and top of the 
bridge deck.  
 The results of this research showed that the minimum post-tensioning stress for a 
simple span bridge is 200 psi. The three-span bridge required a minimum of 200 psi at 
mid-span where positive moment occurs and a minimum of 450 psi at the interior support 
where negative moment occurs. The required 450 psi compressive stress for negative 
bending was determined by using linear interpolation from the 400 psi and 600 psi 
results. These results show that negative bending is the limiting factor in post-tensioned 
precast deck design and the post-tensioning stress should be closely regulated to avoid 
cracking. 
 Yamane et al. (1998) investigated the advantages of using a post-tensioned 
precast deck system and developed their own post-tensioned system. The researchers first 
discussed three different options for precast bridge decks. The first was a normally 
reinforced precast deck, the second was an exodermic system with a steel grid for the 
bottom of the section, and the third was a precast, pre-stressed system. The researchers 
calculated the amount of material needed for each system and the resulting weight of the 
designed deck for a given loading. The pre-stressed system was about 10% thinner and 
30% lighter than the normally reinforced system. The weight for the pre-stressed system 
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was about the same as the exodermic and it required a little more concrete, but it also 
required a lot less steel reinforcement. 
 The researchers chose to perform research using threaded steel, post-tensioning 
rods which would provide 200 psi of compressive stress throughout the entire section. 
Different options for post-tensioning material and methods were investigated including: 
steel with grouting for corrosion protection, galvanized steel with no grouting, unbonded 
steel with no grouting, and fiber reinforced plastic (FRP) materials. The researchers chose 
to avoid grouting around the post-tensioning to reduce construction time and cost. 
Unbonded steel was also removed as an option due to the construction time involved and 
the larger outside diameter of the rod, which wouldn’t work in a small precast deck. 
Galvanized threaded steel rod was used in the system and was placed inside tubing 
without grouting around the rod. Pockets around the post-tensioning rods at the section 
joints allowed for access to a coupler to secure the rod. These pockets were grouted after 
the rods were placed.  
 A finite element model of the system using ANSYS 50A was created to analyze 
the stresses in the deck. The post-tensioning force and HS-25 wheel loads were applied in 
the model and the results were compared to the American Association of State Highway 
and Transportation Officials (AASHTO) design formulas for a solid concrete slab. The 
results showed the stresses in the deck to be 50% to 60% of the AASHTO design 
formulas. The researchers therefore determined the design formulas could be used to 
design the post-tensioned slab. 
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 A section was then constructed in the lab with three precast panels on steel girders 
which were grouted and post-tensioned. The section was then loaded four different times 
in three spots to test fatigue and service loading capabilities. The first loading location 
was next to a joint, the second was in the middle of the middle panel, and the third was at 
the free end of the section to simulate service loading during construction. Four 25 kip 
point loads were applied at each loading position to simulate the HS-25 vehicle loading. 
The first loading, at location one, was placed to observe the stresses induced in the 
system. The load was then placed in a fatigue loading pattern with two million cycles to 
observe the loss of capacity in the system. A pool of water was also used on the deck at 
location one to check for leaking. The load was then placed at location three to observe 
service load stresses during construction when the road might be temporarily open while 
a new panel was next to an existing panel. Location two was then loaded to failure with 
two point loads in between the girders.  
 The results of the loading showed that the system withstood the service loads well 
and the deck did not leak during the fatigue loading. The stresses in the system did 
increase at the end of the fatigue loading and there was a measured loss of stiffness, but 
the post-tensioned system performed satisfactorily. The loading at location three or the 
free end showed four times the stresses as location one. There was also cracking at 80% 
of the service load. This showed a need to keep loads off of the free end when there is no 
continuous longitudinal reinforcement. The service load was then applied to location two 
and it was observed that the stresses were comparable to the ANSYS results. The section 
was then loaded to failure at 122 kips per load point when the deck failed in punching 
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shear. Based on these results the researchers determined that the post-tensioned system 
performed excellently in withstanding the service loading, the fatigue loading, and 
showing no leaking. 
 Full depth, precast panel connections were researched at Utah State University by 
Julander (2009). Five different connections were tested to compare capacities in flexure 
and shear. The five connections were: post-tensioned, 24-inch curved bolt, 36-inch 
curved bolt, welded rebar, and welded stud. The first connection applied post-tensioning 
using a straight bolt or cable while the second and third are also bolts, but are curved to 
allow easier replacement of individual panels. The three post-tensioned connections were 
tensioned to provide 300 psi compression stress throughout the joint of the panels. 
 The welded rebar and welded stud connections did not have any post-tensioning 
provided. They each consisted of a steel plate which is cast into the joint of the panel. 
The panels were then connected by welding a rod in-between the plates of the panels. 
These connections were placed a maximum of two feet apart. The welded rebar 
connection was cast into the panel using rebar attached to the plate which was connected 
to the reinforcement in the panel. The welded stud connection used nelson studs that were 
cast into the panel to transfer shear and prevent pullout. 
 Shear tests were performed using the post-tensioned connection, a section with no 
post-tensioning, the welded rebar, and the welded stud with different spacing. Three 
specimens of each connection were tested and an average of the results was obtained, 
however, the ultimate capacity for the welded rebar connection was not obtained. The 
post-tensioned connection achieved the highest ultimate shear capacity with the welded 
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stud achieving 87% the post-tensioned capacity. Flexure tests were then performed on all 
five of the connections. The 36-inch curved bolt connection achieved the highest flexural 
ultimate capacity with 19% more capacity than the post-tensioned connection.  
 The results of each test were also compared to finite element models created in 
ANSYS. The concrete was modeled using Solid65 and bearing plates were modeled 
using Solid45 elements. Link8 elements were used for the post-tensioning strand, the 
reinforcement, and the welded tie connections. Moment-deflection curves from the 
ANSYS models were found to coincide well with the results from the laboratory testing. 
The finite element models were also able to replicate the cracking in the sections. The 
models, however, were not able to replicate the cracking moments well with some of the 
connections. This research did show the potential of a curved bolt post-tensioning system. 
The 36 inch curved bolt connection performed the best for the flexural test and could 
make replacing individual deck panels more feasible. 
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CHAPTER III 
SMALL-SCALE EXPERIMENTAL PROGRAM 
 Six experimental tests with small-scale specimens were performed in the 
laboratory to investigate the capacity of the proposed curved strand connection. Three 
small specimens were constructed to perform tests of the curved strand connection under 
positive moment. Another specimen was built to test the connection in shear and two 
specimens were constructed to test straight post-tensioned connections. The straight post-
tensioned connections were tested in the laboratory to compare with previous research. 
The testing for this research was an extension of the testing performed by 
previous researchers who investigated precast deck panel connections (Porter 2009). This 
previous research and testing investigated different lengths of a curved bolt connection. 
For these tests, 24 and 36 inch long curved bolts along with straight post-tensioning bars 
were evaluated. Finite-element modeling of the connections can also be found in “Finite 
Element Modeling of Full Depth Precast Concrete Transverse Bridge Deck Connections” 
by Julander (2009). This research focuses on the finite-element modeling of a proposed 
72-inch curved strand connection tested by Wells (2012). The proposed strand connection 
developed includes pairs of curved, high strength, strand instead of curved threaded rods. 
The pre-stressing strand was used in replacement of the threaded rod to increase the ease 
of construction and design efficiency. The curve lengths have also been increased and 
alternated in length to reduce stress concentrations next to the connections. For example, 
in a full size deck section there were three pairs of 72-inch strand and two pairs of 48-
inch strand.  
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Joint Detail 
 All of the specimens are reinforced concrete sections post-tensioned together with 
a grouted shear keyway. The joint or shear keyway for all of the specimens was based on 
a standard UDOT specification shear keyway for precast bridge deck sections (UDOT 
2010). The keyway width is 1.5 inches at the top and 1 inch at the bottom. The joint 
width increases to 2.5 inches at mid-depth. The centerline of the curved strand runs 
through the center of the keyway at a distance of 5.25 inches from the top. A detail of the 
shear keyway is shown in Figure 1. The grout used (Masterflow 928) was a 5000 psi 
strength structural non-shrink grout at 24 hours. 
 
 
Figure 1: Joint Elevation Detail. 
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Small-Scale Positive Flexure Specimen Detail 
 The small-scale flexure specimen included one pair of 72 inch strands. The 
specimen was 98 inches long and 34 inches wide.  The depth of the section was the 
UDOT standard 8.75 inches for precast deck panels (UDOT 2010). The concrete was 
tested to obtain the material properties. The modulus of elasticity (Ec) was found to be 
4250 ksi, the compressive strength (f’c) was 5600 psi, and the rupture strength (ft) was 
calculated to be 561 psi. The strand used was a 0.6 inch diameter that had a cross 
sectional area of 0.215 square inches and a yield strength of 270 ksi. The strand was 
secured against bearing plates which were positioned in grout pockets in each panel of 
the specimen. The bearing plates had dimensions of 10x2x1 inches and had two holes for 
the strand to go through. The strand was positioned through conduits which were 
embedded in the concrete section prior to placing the concrete. After the shear keyway 
was filled with grout and the grout was allowed to cure the strand was tensioned and 
secured with chucks. The strand was tensioned to a strain of 6.252x10-3 which resulted in 
a compressive stress of 250 psi along the joint. The small flexure specimen dimensions 
are shown in Figure 2 below. A picture of the specimens is shown in Figure 3. 
Reinforcement bar was placed in the precast specimens based on standard UDOT 
specifications (UDOT 2010). A cover of 2.75 inches was used between the top of the 
concrete to the top edge of the rebar. This is to allow for sufficient protection of the rebar 
from corrosive water or salt on the roadway. The bottom mat of reinforcement had a one 
inch cover. The reinforcement bar was spaced more closely near the joint at 3 inches on 
center for extra strength. The remaining transverse reinforcement was placed at 6 inches 
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on center. The longitudinal reinforcement was placed at 12 inches on center. These 
measurements are typical dimensions as the rebar was moved around a little to allow for 
placement of the strand and grout pockets. The reinforcing bar was number 6 in all cases. 
All of the steel used had a modulus of elasticity (Es) of 29,000 ksi. The bearing plates and 
rebar had a yield stress (fy) of 60 ksi.  
 
 
 
 
Figure 2: Small-Scale Positive Flexure Specimen Detail. 
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Figure 3: Small-Scale Positive Flexure Specimens. 
  
Small-Scale Positive Flexure Test Setup 
 The small flexure specimens were loaded in a four point loading scheme in order 
to induce a positive moment across the joint with no shear. A spreader beam was used to 
distribute the load from a 500-kip hydraulic ram to two points on the section. These point 
loads were evenly spaced on the specimen. The specimen was simply supported using 
angle iron on stands as the reaction points. These reaction points were spaced 10 inches 
from each edge. The point loads were spaced 28 inches from either edge. A load cell was 
used in-between the hydraulic ram and the spreader beam to measure the applied load to 
the section. Deflection was measured using a string pot at the midspan.  Figure 4 shows 
the dimensions of the various components of the test setup. 
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Figure 4: Small-Scale Positive Flexure Test Setup. 
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Shear Specimen Detail 
 The shear specimen included the full width, or 12 feet, of a full size panel with all 
five pairs of curved strands. However, the length of the section was only 8 feet long, 
which was smaller than a full size panel since the purpose of the shear test was to 
quantify the shear capacity across the joint and did not require the full panel length. The 
strand was placed in a similar alternating manner as the small flexure specimen. The 
strand lengths for each pair were alternated to reduce stress concentrations around the 
bearing plates of the post-tensioning. The section length was therefore just long enough 
to accommodate the required length for the 72-inch strand and grout pocket. The mild 
reinforcement bar was placed in the shear specimen in a similar manner as the small 
flexure specimen. As with the small panels the reinforcement was slightly adjusted to 
allow for placement of the grout pockets and curved strand. The dimensions for the shear 
specimen are shown in Figure 5 with a picture of half of the shear specimen in Figure 6.  
 
Shear Test Setup 
 The shear specimen was tested to quantify the shear capacity across the joint of 
the curved strand connection. Steel rods were used to transfer the ram load to the deck as 
distributed loads across the width. Steel rods were also used for supports. These rods 
were 2 inches in diameter or 2 inches wide. One support was placed at a distance of d 
from the center of the section. The point load was also placed at a distance of d on the 
other side of center to allow for a good shear crack to generate through the joint. The 
distance of d was calculated to be 6.625 inches from the top of the section.  
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Figure 5: Shear Specimen Plan Detail. 
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Figure 6: Shear Specimen. 
 
As with the small flexure test, a 500-kip hydraulic ram was used to induce the 
load. A load cell placed underneath the hydraulic ram recorded the applied force. A 
spherical bearing was also placed under the load cell to insure the load was applied 
vertically to the section. The load was applied to a girder and then onto a 2-inch wide rod 
to concentrate the load to the desired location. String pots were attached at each end of 
the spreader beam to measure the deflection. Figure 7 includes the measurements and 
description of the shear test setup. 
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Figure 7: Shear Test Setup. 
 
Finite Element Properties 
 Finite element models of the different small-scale specimens tested in the 
laboratory were created in the program ANSYS 13.0. This program was used because of 
its ability to model concrete characteristics including crushing and cracking. ANSYS 
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analyzes the models by assigning elements with material properties, element types, and 
real constants. Load vs. Deflection graphs and cracking sequences were obtained from 
the ANSYS results and used to compare with the laboratory testing. 
 ANSYS uses material property input which is assigned to elements in the model. 
These material properties were input to simulate the concrete, grout, and steel used in the 
specimens built in the laboratory. Each element type can support certain material 
properties. The element types used in the small-scale research include: SOLID65, 
SOLID45, LINK8, TARGE170, and CONTA173. These element types use real constants 
and key options to further describe the geometry and characteristics of the element. The 
real constants and key options will be described below for each material.  
 Concrete and grout in the FEMs use the element type SOLID65. This element 
type is a 3-D, solid element with cracking and crushing capabilities. The element is 
defined by eight nodes with three degrees of freedom at each node (ANSYS 2010). A 
reinforcement ratio can also be input into the SOLID65 element to model embedded 
reinforcement. This is done by using the SOLID65 real constant. The real constant input 
defines the reinforcement ratio as a volumetric ratio associated with a set of material 
properties and two different orientations, the angle from the x to the y axis (θ) and the 
angle from the y to the z axis (φ). This manner of placing reinforcement in concrete is 
referred to as smeared reinforcing in ANSYS. This method was used due to the difficulty 
in placing discrete reinforcement bars and still achieving a satisfactory mesh. 
 Once the element types are defined the material properties can be associated with 
them. The concrete compressive strength (f’c) was set to 5,600 psi and the tensile strength 
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(ft) was set to 631 psi. The compressive strength was obtained from a 28-day compressive 
test on concrete cylinders in the lab. The tensile strength was found by using the ACI 
equation for concrete modulus of rupture (fr),  
   7.5 (1) 
where f’c is in psi. The modulus of elasticity of the concrete was also calculated using the 
following equation: 
   57000 (2) 
where again f’c is in psi. The modulus of elasticity was then rounded to the nearest 25 ksi 
to 4,250 ksi. The Poisson’s ratio (ν) was taken as 0.2.  
 Additional concrete properties which were input include the shear transfer 
coefficients for an open crack and shear transfer coefficients for a closed crack. These 
crack coefficients range from 0 to 1 with 0 being a smooth crack with no shear transfer 
and 1 being a rough crack with no loss of shear transfer (ANSYS 2010). These values 
were taken as 0.15 for an open crack and 0.3 for a closed crack. ANSYS also allows the 
option to turn crushing off or using the input f’c value. Some researchers who use ANSYS 
turn crushing of the concrete and grout off to help with convergence of the model. When 
crushing is off the model converges easier with a non-linear analysis, especially when the 
plastic properties of steel are significant. In this research crushing was left on for the 
small flexure model and the shear model, but was turned off for the large flexure model. 
This was due to the significant affects the concrete crushing had on the small-scale 
models, which did not have as much steel.  
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The grout was similar to the concrete properties and was based on laboratory 
tests. The grout compressive strength (f’g) was taken to be 3,000 psi. The grout’s 
modulus of elasticity (Eg) and tensile strength (fgt) were found in a similar manner as the 
panel concrete and were input as 3,125 ksi and 411 psi, respectively. The grout’s 
Poisson’s ratio (ν) was taken as 0.3. The shear transfer coefficients were also the same as 
the concrete elements. The shear transfer coefficient for an open crack was set to 0.15 
and for a closed crack it was set as 0.3. 
 ANSYS also uses key options (KEYOPT) to further describe the characteristics of 
an element type. Two KEYOPTs were used for the SOLID65 elements that were used to 
model the concrete and grout. KEYOPT(3) and KEYOPT(7) were used to help with 
convergence of the model. KEYOPT(3) relates to the behavior of totally crushed 
unreinforced elements. A value of 2 was assigned to KEYOPT(3) to suppress mass and 
applied loads, and apply a consistent Newton-Raphson load vector. A value of 1 was 
assigned to KEYOPT(7) to include tensile stress relaxation after cracking to help 
convergence. When an element experiences tensile stresses sufficient to create a crack the 
stress in that element will drop to zero and may result in difficulties converging. 
KEYOPT(7) allows the stress to gradually reduce after a crack, allowing for easier 
convergence (Julander 2009).  
 The LINK8 element is a two node 3-D spar element with three degrees of 
freedom at each node. The LINK8 element only analyzes tension and compression forces. 
It includes plasticity, creep, swelling, stress stiffening and large deflection capabilities 
(ANSYS 2010). This element was used to model the curved strand. The LINK8 elements 
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use two real constant inputs to characterize the strand. One input is the cross-sectional 
area of the strand, which was input as 0.215 square inches. The other input was the initial 
strain of the strand. With these real constant inputs an initial strain was applied which 
distributed force from the strand to the concrete, which applied a stress across the joint of 
the specimen. The initial strain in the strand was adjusted until the desired compressive 
stress in the section was achieved.  
 In ANSYS, LINK8 elements are generated on lines of intersecting volumes. The 
volumes are glued together so they act as one piece of solid concrete. The lines 
representing the curved strand are also glued together to represent a single solid strand. 
This procedure, unfortunately, creates a slightly unrealistic model. The strand in the 
model is attached to the concrete and acts with the concrete. This is what generates the 
initial stress in the concrete. The specimens in the laboratory did not have the strand in 
direct contact with the concrete because the strand runs through conduit and only applies 
force to the concrete from the bearing plates at each end of the strand. This may make the 
FEMs stiffer than the actual specimens.  
Reinforcement bar can be placed discretely in the concrete by placing these 
LINK8 spar elements at the intersection of volumes as described above. The models can 
be slightly more accurate by placing the reinforcement discretely in this way. However, 
to place volume intersections at each location of rebar would be very difficult, especially 
to achieve a good mesh. Research has also been done to compare smeared and discrete 
reinforcement modeling. One example of such research was the research done by 
Barbosa and Ribeiro (1998) as explained in Chapter II. This research showed that 
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smeared reinforcement produced a smoother curve in one test. However, the difference 
between smeared and discrete reinforcement is not significant and smeared reinforcement 
was used to simplify the models.  
The SOLID45 element was used for the bearing plates. This element is a 3-D 
solid element with eight nodes and three degrees of freedom at each node. The element 
supports characteristics found in steel and does not require any real constant inputs. The 
FEMs included bearing plates using the SOLID45 element for stress control when 
applying loads and for reaction bearings. It is better to apply loads to a bearing plate in 
ANSYS so that the stresses from the load are more accurately modeled. Also, applying 
loads directly to concrete can increase the difficulty in the model’s convergence.  
 The steel material properties were input into the ANSYS model for the SOLID45 
and LINK8 elements. Two types of steel were used in the models; one type of steel for 
the bearing plates, reinforcement bar, and girders, and another type of steel for the curved 
strand. The bearing plates, reinforcement bar, and girders were given a yield stress (fy) of 
60 ksi. The curved strand was a strand used for pre-tensioning and therefore had a much 
higher yield strength. The strand was given a yield stress (fys) based on the material 
properties of 270 ksi pre-tensioning strand. All of the steel had the same modulus of 
elasticity (Es) of 29,000 ksi and Poisson’s ratio (ν) of 0.3. A bilinear isotropic model with 
a tangential modulus of elasticity (Et) of 2.9 ksi was used for all of the steel. 
 Contact and Target elements in ANSYS are used to simulate the bonding, 
separation, and stiffness between the concrete and grout at the section’s joint. Contact 
pairs include a contact element and a target element which share a common real constant. 
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The target element used in this research was TARGE170. These elements overlay solid 
elements which were already created, such as in this research with the SOLID65 
elements. The TARGE170 elements represent the more rigid material in the respective 
contact pair. Therefore, in the small-scale specimens, the SOLID65 elements representing 
the grout were overlaid with TARGE170 elements. CONTA173 elements were used as 
the contact elements in the contact pair and were overlaid on the SOLID65 elements 
representing the concrete. The CONTA173 element can model surface to surface contact 
and sliding between solid 3-D elements.  
 Five KEYOPTs were used for the CONTA173 elements. KEYOPT(2) applies a 
penalty method to the contact algorithm. The penalty method applies a “spring” between 
the contact surfaces. The penalty method then uses input values from a normal penalty 
stiffness factor (FKN) and a tangent penalty stiffness factor (FKT) to apply stiffness to 
the “spring” (ANSYS 2010). The default values for the FKN and FKT are both 1.0. The 
FKN value is usually between 0.01 and 1.0. A lower value for each of these values allows 
for more penetration and easier convergence. The FKN and FKT values are input into the 
model by using the real constant assigned to a contact pair.  
 When KEYOPT(2) is assigned a value of 2, an internal multipoint constraint 
(MPC) approach can be used by setting KEYOPT(12) to 4, 5, or 6. The MPC approach 
allows for the contact algorithm to run more efficiently. In this research KEYOPT(12) 
was given a value of 5 to represent the contact surface as always bonded. This makes the 
contact detection points, which were inside the pinball region or were in contact, attach to 
the target surface along the normal and tangent directions (ANSYS 2010). When the 
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contact pair is fully bonded the separation of the surfaces is modeled using a cohesive 
zone material (CZM). 
 The cohesive zone material model allows for debonding between contact surfaces 
when a pure penalty method (KEYOPT(2) = 1) and bonded contact (KEYOPT(12) = 5) 
are used. When using a CZM model a bilinear behavior must be specified. This is done 
by activating a data table for the CZM and specifying bilinear behavior with tractions and 
separation distances (CBDD) or bilinear behavior with tractions and critical fracture 
energies (CBDE). For this analysis the separation distances (CBDD) was used. There are 
then six inputs for the CBDD model including; maximum normal contact stress (σmax), 
contact gap at the completion of debonding ( ), maximum equivalent tangential contact 
stress (τmax), tangential slip at the completion of debonding (), artificial damping 
coefficient (η), and flag for tangential slip under compressive normal contact stress (β). 
The value for σmax was set at 0.48, which was a little lower than tensile strength of the 
concrete and shows some softening between the concrete and grout. The value   was set 
to 0.015 for all models. The artificial damping coefficient η is usually used to stabilize 
the solution when debonding is used. Debonding creates convergence issues with the 
Newton-Raphson solution process. The damping coefficient has units of time and is 
recommended to be smaller than the minimum time step size. Therefore, this value was 
set as 0.01 for all models.  
When KEYOPT(12) is set to 5 the pinball region defaults to 0.25 (25% of the 
contact depth) for small deformations and 0.5 (50% of the contact depth) for large 
deformations. This is to ensure that false contacts between solid bodies are avoided 
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(ANSYS 2010). The pinball region can be thought of as a sphere around a contact node 
to avoid stress concentrations. Any detection point inside that sphere is considered to be 
in contact with the node. Therefore, a smaller pinball region can avoid false contacts 
between surfaces that shouldn’t be in contact. However, a large pinball region can allow 
for stresses to be distributed more evenly over a surface which would more accurately 
model those stresses.  
 KEYOPT(5) for CONTA173 is an automated adjustment for initial gaps or 
penetration. This KEYOPT was given a value of 1 to close any gaps with auto CNOF. 
During modeling some gaps or penetration can occur from rounding of location values. 
KEYOPT(5) closes these potential gaps. KEYOPT(9) also gives options with the initial 
penetration and gap. A value of 1 was also assigned to this KEYOPT, which excludes 
both initial geometrical penetration or gap and offset (ANSYS 2010). KEYOPT(10) 
changes the way the contact stiffness is updated during the solution procedure. A value of 
2 was used, which makes each iteration based on the current mean stress of the 
underlying elements (ANSYS 2010).  
 ANSYS, by default, used a Newton-Raphson solution method for any non-linear 
analysis. A time value is input into the model to specify the amount of time steps the 
solution will include. The time value is not a physical time, but an increment of the 
applied loads. The number of time steps used was 100 for ease of calculating the applied 
load. By doing this the time step becomes a percentage of the applied load and can be 
used to find load vs. deflection curves. The time step is then divided into a number of 
substeps, which was set to 100 for all the models. ANSYS analyzes the solution by 
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choosing a time step, applying the load for that time step, and calculating the response of 
each element with the amount of substeps specified. If the model does not converge for 
the current time step, the time step is reduced until the solution converges. The time step 
is then increased again at a smaller increment to ensure better convergence. A maximum 
number of iterations per substep can be specified to stop the solution process if the model 
is not converging. This maximum value was set at 100 for the small specimens. The 
solution was stopped if the model did not converge or if the degree of freedom limit was 
exceeded.  
 
Small-Scale Positive Flexure FEM 
 The small flexure model was created in ANSYS by first creating key points along 
the x-y plane and generating those key points in the z direction. The key points were 
generated on the planes of the curved strands and the edges of the section to allow for 
volumes to be created in the proper locations. Volumes were then created from the key 
points and the grout pockets were cut out of those volumes. Bearing plates were created 
with the BLOCK command which automatically generates volumes with key points, lines 
and areas. The volumes for the concrete were created in small sections to allow for a 
gradual curve of the post-tensioning strand. As described above the curve strand must be 
formed at the intersection of four volumes. Figure 8 shows the small flexure model with 
the created volumes.  
The volumes representing the grout were glued together and the concrete volumes 
were also glued together so they would act as one piece. In addition, the bearing plates  
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Figure 8: Small-Scale Positive Flexure FEM Volumes Elevation View. 
 
were glued to the concrete for ease of modeling and to distribute the stresses from the 
load. The lines which would represent the curved strand were then selected and glued 
together to act as one line. After the volumes were glued they were given attributes to 
assign specific material properties. The attributes were assigned by selecting the 
appropriate volumes and using an attribute command where a material, a real constant, 
and an element type were assigned to those volumes. In this way ANSYS was able to 
recognize what material properties were associated with the volumes.  
 The lines representing the curved strand were given the attributes for the high 
strength steel, an element type of LINK8 elements, and a real constant specifying the 
cross-sectional area of 0.215 square inches and an initial strain of 4.0E-3. The curved 
strand lines were then meshed using the LMESH command. An element size can be 
specified prior to meshing to force ANSYS to make the elements as close to that size as 
possible. The element size is in units of length and represents the length of one side of the 
element. Specifying an element size makes the elements’ shapes more consistent through 
the model. This reduces the amount of shape warnings and errors in the model. Not 
specifying an element size produces widely varying element shapes and sizes which 
cause some elements to have sharp points or large aspect ratios. This degrades the 
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accuracy of the elements and can cause errors in the solution. To avoid this problem all 
elements were given an element size of 2 inches.  
 After the curved strands were attributed and meshed, the grout was selected and 
given attributes and meshed. The grout was attributed with the grout material properties, 
an empty real constant, and a SOLID65 element type. The real constant was empty since 
there was no reinforcement in the grout. The bearing plates were then attributed and 
meshed. The attributes assigned were the material properties of the mild strength steel, an 
empty real constant, and an element type of SOLID45 elements. Even though the 
SOLID45 elements do not require input from a real constant, one must still be assigned to 
it. The concrete was attributed and meshed last, given the material properties of the 
concrete, a real constant with the smeared reinforcement, and a SOLID65 element type. 
The grout, bearing plates, and concrete volumes were all meshed with the VSWEEP 
command, used for meshing of solid volumes. Figure 9 shows the small flexure model 
after it was completely meshed.  
After the model was completely meshed the contact and target elements were 
overlaid on the surfaces between the concrete and grout at the joint. This was done by 
selecting the appropriate areas of the volumes to be overlaid and assigning those areas 
with a contact or target element, a material, and a shared real constant for the contact 
pair. The grout was overlaid with a target element and assigned the material properties 
which were assigned to the rest of the grout. However, the concrete was overlaid with 
contact elements and assigned the material properties of the CZM to model debonding at 
the joint. 
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Figure 9: Meshed Small-Scale Positive Flexure FEM Isometric View. 
 
The FKN value was input using the shared real constant for each pair. The FKN 
value was adjusted until the stiffness of the model matched the stiffness of the laboratory 
specimen. For the small flexure model the FKN was assigned a value of 0.01 to represent 
low stiffness between the concrete and grout at the joint. The small-scale flexure ANSYS 
model code can be found in the Appendix. 
 
Small-Scale Positive Flexure Results 
 Three small-scale flexure specimens were constructed and tested in the 
laboratory. Load vs deflection curves were obtained from the experimental results and 
compared with the FEM results. These results are shown in Figure 10. The load vs 
deflection curve shows an ultimate capacity of about 51 kips for the first and second 
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small-scale flexure tests. The third small-scale test and the FEM show an ultimate 
capacity of about 45 kips.  
The load vs deflection graph shows that the behavior of the FEM corresponded 
well with the laboratory results. The FEM cracked at 30 kips which was similar to the lab 
specimens. The first and second tests cracked a little lower at about 25 kips. After 
cracking the FEM does show a little more stiffness and a higher capacity than the lab 
tests. This is because of how some of the geometry and characteristics are modeled in 
ANSYS. First, the grout and concrete are modeled as bonded, but are allowed to separate 
and slide based on the input parameters. This means that the grout and concrete may not 
be separating as they do with the laboratory specimens. Second, the curved strand was 
modeled as if it was bonded at every node to the concrete around it. In reality, the strand 
ran through a smooth conduit, which meant that the strand was not bonded to the concrete 
in any way. The strand force only transferred stress to the concrete through the bearing 
plates. This may have caused a higher capacity in the FEM. The yield stress of the strand 
was reduced from 270 ksi to 200 ksi in the FEM, which brought the capacity back down 
to match the laboratory results. This suggests that the load in the strand of the model and 
lab specimen were different due to the bonding with the concrete. 
As can be seen from Figure 11 the small flexure FEM produced vertical cracking 
in-between the load and the joint from the bending stresses. Horizontal cracking was also 
observed coming from the joint and running slightly upward. This shows that there was 
some spalling or delaminating of the concrete at the top due to the compressive forces. 
This spalling can also be seen from the laboratory specimens in Figure 12. 
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Figure 10: Small-Scale Positive Flexure Load vs Deflection. 
 
Large compressive stresses were formed at the top of the small flexure specimens 
at failure. These compressive stresses were magnified by the stresses induced by the post-
tensioned curved strand. Figure 13 shows the FEM stresses, in units of ksi, in the 
longitudinal direction at the time of failure. This figure shows that large compressive 
stresses formed between the bearing plates where the post-tensioning was applied and the  
 
 
Figure 11: Small-Scale Positive Flexure FEM Cracking. 
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Figure 12: Small-Scale Positive Flexure Experimental Cracking. 
 
 
Figure 13: Plan View of Small-Scale Positive Flexure FEM Longitudinal Stresses. 
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even larger stresses formed between the applied loads. Figure 14 shows how much 
spalling occurred on the top of one of the experimental specimens. 
The small-scale flexure FEM was checked for the compressive stress that was 
formed in the joint from the post-tensioning. This was done by only running one time 
step of the solution process. This first time step prepares the model for the solution and 
applies any initial strains or temperatures. The initial strain which was assigned to the 
curved strand was therefore applied in this first time step. 
The applied load on the section was turned off to check the stresses from the post-
tensioning alone. A slice of the model which ran through the middle of the joint on the y-
z plane was then investigated to check the compressive stresses. These compressive  
 
 
Figure 14: Small-Scale Positive Flexure Experimental Top Crushing. 
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stresses can be seen in Figure 15 with units of ksi. The figure shows that the stresses 
varied over the cross section and in general did not quite reach the targeted 250 psi. The 
bottom of the section shows about 222 psi of compressive stress. The compressive stress 
then gradually reduces from bottom to top. These stress layers show 178 psi at the level 
of the strands, 133 psi above that, and only 89 psi at the top of the section. The 
compressive stress is much higher around the strands since the strand was connected to 
the concrete through the specimen. 
The small-scale flexure results can be compared to previous research done by 
Porter (2009). Porter tested several connections including a straight post-tensioning, 24-
inch curved bolt, and 36-inch curved bolt connection. Even though these specimens were 
very similar to the specimens tested in this research, some adjustments were required to 
obtain an accurate comparison between the results. Wells developed a non-dimensional 
zeta comparison factor (ζ) to account for the different amounts of reinforcement used in  
   
 
Figure 15: Small-Scale Flexure FEM Joint Compressive Stresses. 
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the different research (2012). This zeta factor used the following equation: 
  

 !
 (3) 
where MomentJoint was measured in kip-in. As was the area (in2) of the tensile 
reinforcement that crosses the joint, fy was the stress in the steel in ksi, and b was the 
width of the member in inches. The factor 10 was used to adjust the ultimate capacity of 
the 72-inch curved strand to equal approximately one. 
 This zeta factor was only used to compare the flexural ultimate capacities of the 
small-scale specimens with different post-tensioning. Table 1 below shows the 
comparison between the unit cracking moments in kip-ft/ft of each specimen and the zeta 
values of the ultimate capacities. The 72-inch curved strand from this research was 
compared to a straight post-tensioned connection, the 24-inch curved bolt, 36-inch curved 
bolt and a theoretical continuous section with no joint or post-tensioning. The theoretical  
continuous section was calculated from a continuous concrete beam with similar 
 
Table 1: Small-Scale Flexure Results Comparison. 
Connection 
Unit Cracking 
Moment        
(kip-ft/ft) 
Ultimate ζ 
FEM Unit 
Cracking Moment 
(kip-ft/ft) 
FEM Ultimate ζ 
72 inch Curve 
Strand Average 7.13 1.02 7.30 1.02 
Straight Post-
Tension 5.82 1.02 7.29 1.19 
24 inch Curve 
Bolt 2.07 0.43 N/A 0.57 
36 inch Curve 
Bolt 4.13 0.95 N/A 1.04 
Theoretical 
Continuous N/A 5.15 N/A N/A 
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reinforcement and geometry of the tested specimens. The theoretical beam was 18 inches 
wide and 8.75 inches thick with #6 bars for reinforcement. The top cover for the rebar 
was 2.75 inches and the bottom cover was one inch. 
 The unit cracking moment values in Table 1 show the 72-inch curved strand 
achieved 22% more cracking moment than the straight post-tensioning. The zeta value 
ultimate capacity of the 72-inch curved strand and the straight post-tensioning came out 
to be the same. The 72-inch strand also achieved 73% more unit cracking moment and 
7% higher ultimate zeta capacity than the 36-inch curve bolt. This shows the 72-inch 
curve strand performed well compared to the other post-tensioning systems.  
 The FEM comparisons are also shown in Table 1 with the unit cracking moment 
and ultimate zeta capacities. The unit cracking results show a 2.3% error between the 
actual 72-inch curved strand and the FEM. However, the ultimate zeta capacity for the 
actual specimen and FEM came out to be the same.  
 
Shear FEM 
 The shear FEM was created similarly as the small-scale, positive flexure model. 
The shear model was mostly created by modifying the small flexure model and copying 
it, since the models were created using ANSYS commands in a text document. The 
volumes, which were created for the small flexure model, were copied at the appropriate 
spacing from the flexure model by using the volume generate command. Additional 
volumes were then created to form the smaller 48-inch curved strand sections. These 
sections were created in-between the copied 72-inch curved strand sections. Volumes 
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were created to connect the 48-inch and 72-inch sections. These volumes were created in-
between each section to allow for the meshing of the model to gradually change from the 
radius of one strand to the radius of the other. These sections were all created only in the 
positive x direction; therefore, after the sections were connected all volumes were 
generated in the negative x direction using the volume symmetry command.  
The bearing plate volumes were created by using the block command. These 
volumes were then cut to match the volume lines of the concrete for the gluing process. 
When gluing volumes ANSYS examines the lengths of the lines involved in the gluing. It 
then calculates the difference in length of the longest line and the shortest line. If the 
length difference is too great ANSYS will automatically terminate the gluing process. For 
this reason the bearing plates were cut. Cutting the bearing plates to match the lines of the 
concrete volumes also improved the mesh shapes. The volumes created for the shear 
model can be seen in Figure 16.  
The grout volumes were glued together and the bearing plates and concrete 
volumes were also glued together as in the small flexure model. The curved strands were 
then selected and glued, attributed, and meshed. The element size used for the shear 
model was 2 inches. The bearing plates and concrete were then given attributes and 
meshed in the same way as the small flexure model. 
The mesh for the shear model was difficult to generate. The element size of 2 
inches was used to decrease the run time of the model while keeping reasonable 
accuracy. With this element size the concrete volumes could not be meshed all at once. 
This was due to the size difference between the volumes near the joint and the volumes at  
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Figure 16: Shear FEM Volumes Isometric View. 
 
the middle of the panels. In order to get the mesh to match at the different locations the 
volumes 12 inches away from the middle of the joint were meshed first and the remaining 
volumes after. The shear model also required a much lower FKN value for the contact 
target elements in comparison to the small-scale flexure model. The FKN was set at 
0.0015 to reduce the stiffness of the model even further. The mesh of the shear model is 
shown in Figure 17. The shear ANSYS model code is presented in the Appendix.  
 
Shear Results 
 A load vs deflection curve was obtained from the shear FEM results by obtaining 
the displacement at the desired node at each time step. This load vs deflection curve was 
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Figure 17: Meshed Shear FEM Isometric View. 
 
then compared to the experimental results obtained from the physical testing in the 
laboratory. The FEM results corresponded well with the experimental data as seen in 
Figure 18. The experimental test achieved a cracking ultimate capacity of 160 kips but 
then leveled off at nearly 140 kips. In comparison, the FEM showed an ultimate capacity 
of about 140 kips.  
The load vs deflection curves for the shear test show good agreement between the 
experimental and FEM results. However, the stiffness of the FEM model was greater than 
the experimental results at the beginning then seemed to crack at 45 kips and lost some 
initial stiffness. The FEM also does not quite achieve the cracking capacity of the 
laboratory specimen. The elastic stiffness and the ultimate capacity of the FEMs 
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Figure 18: Shear Test Load vs Deflection. 
 
are related to each other through the FKN input value. The FKN value was changed in 
the shear FEM until the elastic stiffness and ultimate capacity matched up the best with 
the experimental results. Other models, which were tested in ANSYS, had a higher FKN 
value and achieved a higher capacity, but they were stiffer. The FKN of 0.0015 matched 
the experimental results the best. 
The initial higher stiffness of the FEM may be explained by the way the ANSYS 
model was created. As described with the small-scale flexure model, the curved strand 
was modeled as connected to the concrete. This means the model would not have initial 
settling or sliding and result in a stiffer load vs deflection. The FEM then cracked and 
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continued with less stiffness. The experimental results also show a low initial stiffness 
which suggests there was initial softening or yielding in the specimen.  
 Cracking of the shear test was also observed and compared with the FEM 
cracking. The FEM model produced a shear crack similar to the laboratory specimen. 
Figure 19 shows the shear crack from the top of the experimental section and angled 
down to the joint. Once the crack propagated to the grout in the joint the crack continued 
along the bond of the grout and concrete. This shows that the bond was not very strong 
and debonding was a major issue in the shear strength. Multiple horizontal cracks can 
also be seen coming from the joint on the left side under the shear crack. Figure 20 shows 
the other side of the shear panel. This east end of the panel shows similar cracking on the 
right side of the joint, which matches the west end’s left side. However, in Figure 20 the 
shear crack continues through the grout and out the other side through the concrete. This 
shows that debonding between the grout and concrete was not as much of a factor on the 
east end.  
Figure 21 shows the cracking from the FEM which was similar on the left side of 
the west end (Figure 19) and the right side of the east end (Figure 20). The FEM also 
shows a shear crack that continues directly through the grout and down to the support on 
the left side. There was also cracking around the support that continued down the section. 
This cracking on the left side of the joint was similar to the east end shown in Figure 20. 
Therefore, the FEM produced very similar results for one end of the shear panel, but did 
not model the debonding between the grout and concrete that occurred on the other end.  
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Stresses from the shear test in the longitudinal direction, or in the x-direction, at 
the time of failure are shown in Figure 22. This figure shows the large compressive 
stresses induced on the side of the panel where the load was applied. The units of this 
figure are in ksi. The compressive stress from the grout pockets, where the curved strands 
begin, to the joint range from 311 psi to 944 psi. Stresses under the load reach up to 2 ksi. 
Shear stresses can also be seen around the joint as indicated by the angled contour from 
the joint to the support on the right side of the joint. 
 
 
Figure 19: Shear Laboratory Specimen West Cracking.  
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Figure 20: Shear Laboratory Specimen East Cracking. 
 
 
Figure 21: Shear FEM Cracking. 
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Figure 22: Shear FEM Longitudinal Stresses (x-direction). 
 
 The compressive stresses in the joint of the shear FEM were observed in the same 
way as the small-scale flexure FEM. One time step of the model was executed and the y-
z plane through the middle of the joint was examined. These compressive stresses in the 
shear FEM joint are displayed in Figure 23. The compressive stresses in the shear FEM 
joint also did not achieve the desired 250 psi. The FEM shows about 111 psi at the 
bottom of the section and 83 psi through the remaining section. However, there are larger 
compressive stresses around the curved strands. The initial strain in the curved strand was 
adjusted until the load vs deflection curve of the FEM matched the experimental curve. 
This shows, since the compressive stress did not achieve 250 psi, that the specimens in 
the laboratory may not have been stressed to 250 psi. 
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Figure 23: Shear FEM Joint Compressive Stresses. 
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CHAPTER IV 
LARGE-SCALE EXPERIMENTAL PROGRAM 
Large-Scale Negative Flexure Specimen Detail 
 The large flexure specimen was designed to quantify the characteristics of the 
proposed curved strand connections with a full scale bridge component. This specimen 
included two; full size, precast deck panels, post-tensioned together with the curved 
strand connection. The panels had a height of 8.75 inches, a width of 12 feet, and a length 
of 8 feet. The panels that were grouted together were 16 feet long. The precast panels 
were post-tensioned while on two 20 foot W21x122 girders. These girders were spaced 6 
feet on center. Shear pockets were formed in the concrete panels prior to casting to allow 
for composite behavior using nelson studs from the girders. Spacers were placed on the 
girders to allow for a 1.5 inch grouted haunch between the girders and panels. This is to 
ensure that the bridge deck is level with the camber from the girders. After the panels 
were post-tensioned together, the nelson studs were placed and then the shear pockets 
around the nelson studs and the haunch were grouted using (Masterflow 928) structural 
5000 psi non-shrink grout. This grouting connected the panels to the girders and allowed 
for composite behavior during loading.  
 The curved strand was the same as the small-scale and shear specimens with a 0.6 
inch diameter and a cross sectional area of 0.215 square inches. The curved strand in the 
large-scale flexure specimen was alternated between 72-inch strand and 48-inch strand as 
in the shear specimen. The strand was again post-tensioned to have 6.252x10-3 initial 
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strain and secured with chucks to apply a compressive stress of 250 psi across the joint 
between the panels. Bearing plates which had dimensions of 10x2x1 inches were again 
used to transfer the post-tensioning to the concrete. The concrete used had a compressive 
strength (f’c) of 5,800 psi at 28 days based on compressive tests performed in accordance 
to ASTM standards. The strand used was a high strength strand with a yield stress (fys) of 
270 ksi. The girders used were W21x122 girders with a yield stress (fy) of 50 ksi. 
Reinforcement bar was placed in the large-scale flexure panels in a similar manner as the 
small-scale and shear panels.  
 Number 6 reinforcement bars were placed with a longitudinal spacing of 3 inches 
on center near the joint and 6 inches on center from 12 inches away from the joint to the 
end of the section. Lateral spacing for the longitudinal bars was 12 inches on center. 
These spacing were typical as the rebar was slightly adjusted in some areas to allow for 
the shear pockets and curved strand. As with the small-scale flexure model, the cover for 
the reinforcement bar was 2.75 inches at the top and 1 inch cover at the bottom. 
The shear pockets were formed in the concrete by placing foam cutouts in the 
desired locations before pouring the concrete. Six shear pockets were formed in each 
panel with three pockets over each girder. There were, therefore, twelve shear pockets for 
the entire large-scale specimen. The shear pockets were oval in shape with dimensions of 
11 inches long by 5 inches wide at the top and 10 inches long by 4 inches wide at the 
bottom. The pockets were spaced evenly on each panel along the girders. The details for 
the large-scale flexure model are presented in Figure 24. This figure shows the details of 
the laboratory test specimen as well as the grout pockets and curved strand which would 
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be used for additional panels. This is to show the layout of the curved strand and pockets 
when the curved strand connection would be used for a full length bridge with multiple 
precast deck panels. A picture of the specimen is shown in Figure 25. 
 
 
 
 
Figure 24: Large-Scale Negative Flexure Specimen Detail. 
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Figure 25: Large-Scale Negative Flexure Specimen. 
 
Large-Scale Negative Flexure Test Setup 
 The large-scale flexure specimen was tested in such a way to induce a negative 
moment at the joint of the two panels. This was designed to test the worst case situation 
for the connection between the panels. The connection would experience negative 
moment when it is located over a pier of the bridge. The negative moment was induced 
by supporting the bridge deck at the mid-span of the girders and at one end. The load was 
then applied at the other end of the bridge deck over each girder using two 500-kip 
hydraulic rams. This caused some uplift at the end opposite to the load. To prevent this 
uplift the end of the deck opposite to the load was secured down by a spreader beam 
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which was secured to the floor using long treaded rods. The bottom support at that end 
was moved out from under the deck to 17 inches from the end of the girder to allow space 
for the threaded rods. A string pot was attached to the bottom of the girder underneath the 
supporting spreader beam to measure the amount of uplift. This test set up can be seen in 
Figure 26 below.  
 
 
 
Figure 26: Large-Scale Negative Flexure Test Setup. 
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 The load was applied to the large-scale, flexure deck with two 500 kip hydraulic 
rams. Each ram was placed at the edge of the deck directly over each girder. This was to 
prevent a punching shear failure and to transfer the load directly to the girders. A load 
cell was placed under each ram to measure the load from the rams. A spherical bearing 
was also placed underneath each load to ensure the load was applied straight onto the 
deck. Steel plates were used in-between the rams, load cells, bearings, and deck for 
stability and stress distribution. Steel plates, which were 12 inches square with a height of 
1 inch, were also used underneath the spreader beam at the uplift end. These plates were 
placed directly over the girders to prevent punching shear or other failures of the deck 
from the uplifting forces. The supports underneath the girders used 14x14x1 inch steel 
plates to distribute the load and stress. Spherical bearings were also used at the supports 
for stability. String pots were attached to each girder directly beneath the load to measure 
the deflection in each girder. These deflections were averaged.  
 
Finite-Element Properties 
 The finite-element properties for the large-scale model were very similar to the 
small-scale finite-element models. The element types used with the small-scale models 
were also used for the large-scale model. However, one additional element type was used 
to model the shear studs of the large flexure model. This element type was the 
COMBIN39 element. This element is a two node unidirectional element with up to three 
degrees of freedom at each node that only considers tension and compression. This 
element takes force-deflection input to create a “spring” between two nodes. This 
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element can be used in 1-D, 2-D, or 3-D models (ANSYS 2010). For this research, 
however, the element was only used in one direction, the longitudinal direction of the 
deck. This was to simulate the nelson studs, which are designed to prevent slipping 
between the deck and the girders and allow them to act compositely.  
  The SOLID45 elements were used to model the girders of the large-scale 
specimen. These elements were used for their capabilities of plasticity, creep, and large 
deflections. The SOLID45 elements also have the option to use reduced integration with 
hourglass control which uses one integration point instead of the default of eight 
integration points. Reduced integration allows for a more flexible mesh which reduces 
the tendency for the mesh to be overly stiff. This tendency to be overly stiff is due to the 
finite number of degrees of freedom (DOF) which is inherent with any FEM. In actual 
structures there are infinite DOFs. Research has been done by researchers such as Sun 
(2006) to explain this effect, or the “Locking” effect, in FEA.  
 The KEYOPTs for the SOLID45 element turn on the reduced integration option 
and include extra displacement shapes. The real constant for the element can then be used 
to adjust the hourglass control. KEYOPT(2) set to 1 would turn on the reduced 
integration option. KEYOPT(1) controls whether the extra displacement shapes will be 
included or suppressed. When KEYOPT(2)=1, KEYOPT(1) is automatically set to 1 to 
suppress the extra displacement shapes. The real constant was left at its default of 1 for 
the hourglass control as this allows for easier convergence of the solution. For this 
research KEYOPT(2) was left at its default to include all of the integration points. 
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 The material properties for each element type were input as the same as the small-
scale FEMs with the exception of the SOLID45 element. Since the SOLID45 element 
was mainly used for the girders in the large-scale FEM the material properties were set to 
correctly model the girders. The modulus of elasticity (Es) for the girders was set at 
28,500 ksi and the yield stress (fy) was set to 50 ksi.  
 
Large-Scale Negative Flexure FEM 
 A FEM of the large-scale flexure model was created in ANSYS in a similar 
manner as the small-scale flexure FEM. The deck of the large-scale FEM was created by 
using the shear FEM and adding volumes to include the full length. These additional 
volumes were created using a block command and cutting the resulting volume to match 
the existing volumes. This was to allow for better meshing of the volumes. Bearing plates 
were added on either end of the deck using the block command to distribute the load to 
the deck. Girders were created in ANSYS by using the block command to draw volumes 
for each flange and web. These volumes were cut in appropriate locations to create nodes 
for the COMBIN39 elements, or for the nelson shear studs, during meshing. The volumes 
created for the large-scale FEM can be seen in Figure 27.  
 The COMBIN39 elements required nodes which were directly in line with each 
other in the desired direction. For example, the nelson studs are vertical members which 
were welded to the girders and were grouted into the deck. Therefore, the COMBIN39 
elements used nodes which were in line with each other in the y direction. The FEM 
originally included a space in-between the girders and the deck to represent the grouted 
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haunch in the laboratory specimen. This created problems with the contact and target 
elements which were placed on the top of the girder and bottom of the deck. Therefore, 
the space for the haunch was removed and the nodes assigned to the COMBIN39 
elements were directly on top of each other, or had the same coordinates in the model. 
The COMBIN39 elements were given a force-deflection curve to assign stiffness to the 
spring which the element created. The COMBIN39 element stiffness was then assigned 
to the x-direction by using KEYOPT(3) set to 1.  
 
 
Figure 27: Large-Scale FEM Volumes. 
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 After the volumes were created for the large-scale FEM, the volumes were glued. 
The grout volumes were glued together and the concrete volumes were glued with the 
bearing plate volumes. The volumes for the girders were then glued. The lines which 
formed the curved strands were selected, glued, attributed and meshed. The bearing 
plates were attributed and meshed after the strand and the concrete volumes were then 
attributed and meshed. The attributes and mesh for these volumes were the same as the 
small-scale testing. The girders were attributed and meshed last. The girders were 
attributed with steel material properties similar to the bearing plates, a SOLID45 element 
type, and a real constant for the SOLID45 elements. The girders were given a 50 ksi yield 
stress. The element size for all the volumes except the girders was given a size of 2 
inches. The girder volumes could only use a maximum element size of 0.6 inches since 
the webs of the girder were 0.6 inches. This made the mesh for the girders very fine.  
The concrete volumes were attributed with SOLID65 elements as with the small-
scale testing. The material properties and KEYOPTs for the concrete were also left the 
same. However, with the large-scale testing the concrete crushing capability with the 
SOLID65 elements was turned off to help convergence. This was due to the amount of 
steel involved in the large-scale flexure model. The steel girders control the plasticity of 
the entire model. In models with large amounts of steel that yields, the crushing of the 
concrete can lead to convergence problems in the plastic region of the section. The mesh 
for the large-scale FEM is shown in Figure 28. The large-scale ANSYS model code can 
be found in the Appendix. 
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Figure 28: Large-Scale FEM Mesh. 
 
Large-Scale Negative Flexure Results 
 The large-scale FEM results were compared with the experimental results from 
the laboratory. A load vs deflection curve was found from the laboratory testing and the 
FEM. The experimental deflection was found by using two string pots which were 
connected to the bottom of the girders directly beneath the loads. An average deflection 
was found from the string pot deflections. This deflection was then compared to the 
combined loads from the hydraulic rams. The deflection from the FEM was found by 
selecting a node on the bottom of the girder directly beneath the load and plotting the 
deflection for that node. The deflection was given for each time step and the time step 
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was used as a percentage of the load given in the model. The load vs deflection curves for 
the experimental and FEM results are compared in Figure 29. 
The load vs deflection curves in Figure 29 show that the experimental ultimate 
capacity was about 500 kips. The FEM reached 540 kips at 4 inches of deflection which 
shows a 7.4% difference from the experimental. The load vs deflection results did not 
clearly show a cracking load, however, it was seen more clearly in the joint opening 
results. The experimental specimen and FEM also yielded at a very similar load. The 
experimental data showed the specimen start to yield at 423 kips while the FEM yielded 
around 437 kips. This shows that the FEM began to yield at 3.2% more load than the 
experimental specimen.  
 
 
Figure 29: Large-Scale Negative Flexure Load vs Deflection Results. 
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 The large-scale flexure specimen had two different forms of failure which defined 
the capacity of the curved strand connection. These failures were the joint between the 
panels opening, or the debonding of the grout from the concrete, and yielding of the 
girders. The girders yielded around 423 kips, as explained above, around the middle 
supports during the test. The yielding of the laboratory specimen is shown in Figure 30. 
Slight yielding can be seen just right of the bearing plate while large amounts of yielding 
is evident on the left side of the support. The yielding was greater on the left side since 
that was the side on which the load was applied. Similar yielding of the FEM can be seen 
in Figure 31 along with stress concentrations around the middle of the girder. 
 
 
Figure 30: Large-Scale Flexure Girder Yielding. 
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Figure 31: Large-Scale Flexure FEM Longitudinal Stresses and Deflected Shape. 
 
The joint opening was an important component of this research. The objective of 
the curved strand post-tensioning system was to prevent the joint from opening under 
traffic loads. From the experimental data the joint opened substantially at 34 kips. The 
joint opening of the experimental data compared with the FEM is shown in Figure 32. 
The FEM results showed a slower joint opening, but a cracking load for the joint can be 
observed at 50.2 kips. Therefore, the FEM shows a stronger bond between the grout and 
concrete than the experimental data, but still corresponds well. The extra stiffness seen 
with the joint opening can also be explained in part by the tendency for a FEM to be 
overly stiff. The joint opened as the girder yielded due to the load. Therefore, the stiffness 
of the girder had a significant effect on the joint opening.  
 The experimental joint opening was measured with a string pot and found to open 
0.83 inches at 500 kips. The FEM did not show as much opening due to the way the 
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Figure 32: Large-Scale Flexure Load vs Joint Opening Results. 
 
bonding was modeled between the contact and target elements. However, the model did 
show joint opening from tracking the deflection of nodes on either side of the joint. The 
horizontal deflection from the FEM was 0.51 inches. This does not correspond with the 
experimental data from the string pot. The string pot measured the direct displacement 
between the string pot itself and the point it was tied to. Therefore, the direct 
displacement included the horizontal and vertical displacements. The horizontal and 
vertical displacements were then found from the FEM and the direct displacement was 
calculated. This direct displacement corresponds to the displacement seen from the string 
pot. The direct displacement from the FEM can be seen in Figure 32 and was 0.78 inches 
at 539.5 kips. Therefore, the error between the experimental and FEM is 6%.  
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The joint opening and string pot set up can be seen from the experimental section 
in Figure 33. This figure shows a complete debonding of the grout and concrete on the 
left side of the joint. A crack along the bond can also be seen on the right side of the joint. 
The FEM results showed large tensile stresses around the joint at the top of the section 
when the full load was applied. Figure 34 shows these FEM stresses.  
Joint stresses were observed from the large-scale flexure FEM and were found to 
be below the target 250 psi compressive stress. These compressive stresses are shown in 
Figure 35. The joint compressive stress in the large-scale flexure model seemed to not 
have much of an effect on the capacity or cracking load. This was due to the girder being 
the controlling factor in the large flexure test.  
 
 
Figure 33: Large-Scale Flexure Experimental Joint Opening. 
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Figure 34: Large-Scale Flexure FEM Top Stresses. 
 
 
Figure 35: Large-Scale Flexure FEM Joint Stresses.
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CHAPTER V 
CONCLUSION 
 This research focused on the proposed curved strand connection for full depth 
precast bridge deck panels. The curved strand connection was tested with three small-
scale flexure specimens, a shear specimen, and a large-scale flexure specimen. These 
tests were performed experimentally in the laboratory and tested in the FEA program 
ANSYS. The experimental and FEA tests were compared with each other and with 
previous research to understand the capacity of the curved strand connection. These test 
results show that the curved strand post-tensioning system performed well and the FEA 
matched up well with the laboratory testing.  
 The small-scale testing of the 72-inch curved strand connection in positive flexure 
resulted in an experimental average ultimate capacity of 49 kips. The FEM resulted in an 
ultimate capacity of 45 kips. This resulted in an 8.2% error in the ultimate capacity 
between the experimental and FEM. The average cracking load of the experimental 
results was 26.7 kips while the FEM produced a cracking load at 30 kips. This results in 
an 11% error between the cracking loads. This shows good agreement between the FEM 
and the experimental data. The cracking pattern in the small-scale flexure experimental 
specimen was also similar to the FEM. Both showed spalling of the concrete along the 
top of the joint and horizontal cracking propagating from the joint.  
Unit cracking moment comparisons with previous research and a zeta factor 
developed by Wells for the ultimate capacities was also observed. The experimental 
small-scale flexure specimen produced a unit cracking moment of 7.13 kip-ft/ft while the 
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FEM resulted in 7.3 kip-ft/ft. This resulted in a 2.3% error in the unit cracking moments. 
The ultimate zeta capacity produced a value of 1.02 for both the experimental and FEM 
tests. Comparisons with previous research show that the 72-inch curved strand produced 
73% more cracking moment and 7% higher ultimate zeta capacity than the previously 
tested 36 inch curved bolt. The proposed 72-inch curved strand also achieved 22% more 
cracking moment and the same ultimate zeta capacity as a straight post-tensioned 
connection. This shows that the 72-inch curved strand performed satisfactorily. 
 The shear test results of the curved strand connection showed an experimental 
capacity of 159 kips. The FEM of the shear test resulted in a capacity of 141 kips. This 
gives an error of 11.3% for the shear capacity. The FEM load vs deflection curve also 
showed a point of initial cracking at 46.5 kips where the model then loses stiffness. This 
suggests that the model was overly stiff due to the modeled bond between the grout and 
concrete. It also shows there was initial softening under the load in the experimental 
specimen. The cracking of the shear test was also similar between the experimental 
specimen and FEM. Shear cracking was observed at an angle through the joint in both the 
experimental and FEM. Horizontal cracking was also observed propagating from the joint 
and moving upward to the top of the section. This caused some spalling at the top of the 
section on one side of the joint.  
 A large-scale flexure test was performed experimentally in the laboratory and 
with a FEM. The large-scale testing produced load vs deflection curves which correspond 
well. The experimental load vs deflection curve showed an ultimate capacity at 500 kips 
at 4 inches of deflection. The FEM reached an ultimate capacity of 520.8 kips at 3.86 
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inches deflection. This means the FEM was within 4.2% error from the experimental 
ultimate capacity results. The FEM stiffness was slightly higher than the laboratory 
specimen. This was due to the tendency of FEMs to be overly stiff. This could possibly 
be fixed by analyzing the girder elements with reduced integration points instead of all 
eight integration points.   
 The cracking and joint opening were observed from the large-scale flexure 
testing. The cracking loads of the experimental specimen and the FEM of the large 
flexure model were very similar. From the experimental data the section showed cracking 
at 34 kips. FEM results showed cracking at 50.2 kips. The percent error between cracking 
loads is therefore 32.3%. From the laboratory specimen the joint opened about 0.83 
inches at 500 kips. The FEM joint opened 0.78 inches at 539.5 kips. This shows that the 
FEM had a stronger bond between the grout and concrete, but still compared well to the 
experimental data. In order to allow for more separation in the FEM joint the FKN and 
FKT values could possibly be adjusted more for the contact and target elements. Also the 
bonding options for the contact and target elements could be manipulated to ensure a 
better separation.  
 It is recommended for further research to change the contact and target element 
parameters. The bonding options could be changed to allow for more separation between 
the grout and concrete. Allowing more separation in the joint could possibly allow the 
small flexure and shear model load vs deflection curves to correspond better with the 
experimental results in the elastic region. The joint separation did not have as much affect 
on the large-scale flexure model due to the girders.  
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 Further research could also further investigate the stiffness of the girders in the 
FEM. Reducing the integration points in the SOLID65 elements or using a different 
element could reduce the stiffness of the models. This is most important in the large-scale 
flexure model where the girders control the stiffness of the entire section.  
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SMALL-SCALE FLEXURE FEM CODE 
finish 
/clear 
/title, Curved Strand 
Small Specimen 
 
/Prep7 
 
!Units in Kips and inches 
 
!Material Variables 
Es=29000 
Emus=0.3 
fys=200 
fy=60 
 
Ec=4250 
Emuc=0.2 
fc=5.6 
ft=0.561 
 
Eg=3122 
fg=3 
fgt=0.411 
 
!Deck Dimensions 
bd=34     !Deck Width 
hd=8.75   !Deck height 
Ld=48     !Deck length 
 
!Material Properties 
MP,Ex,1,Ec 
MP,PRXY,1,Emuc 
TB,Concr,1 
TBData,,0.15,0.3,ft,fc 
 
MP,Ex,2,Es 
MP,PRXY,2,Emus 
TB,BISO,2 
TBData,,fy,2.9 
 
MP,EX,3,Es  
MP,PRXY,3,Emus 
TB,BISO,3,,2 
TBData,,fys,2.9 
 
MP,Ex,4,Eg 
MP,PRXY,4,Emuc 
TB,Concr,4 
TBData,,0.15,0.3,fgt,fg 
 
Tb,czm,5,1,1,CBDD 
Tbdata,1,0.48,0.015,,,.01,
  
 
ET,1,Solid65 
Keyopt,1,3,2 
Keyopt,1,7,1 
 
ET,2,Solid45 
 
ET,3,Link8 
 
ET,4,Solid65 
Keyopt,4,3,2 
Keyopt,4,7,1 
 
Et,5,targe170 
Et,6,conta173 
Keyopt,6,10,2    
Keyopt,6,2,1 
Keyopt,6,12,5  
     
Keyopt,6,9,1 
Keyopt,6,5,1 
 
!Real Constants 
R,1,2,0.0119,0,0,2,0.021 
RMORE,0,90 
R,2 
R,3,0.215,4.0E-3 
R,4 
R,5,,,0.01  
  
R,6,,,0.01 
 
K,1, 
K,2,,1.75 
K,3,,2.5 
K,4,,3.5 
K,5,,6 
K,6,,6.75 
K,7,,hd 
K,8,0.5 
K,9,0.5,1.75 
K,10,1.25,2.5 
K,11,1.25,3.5024 
K,12,1.25,6 
K,13,0.75,6.75 
K,14,0.75,hd 
 
K,15,4 
K,16,4,1.75 
K,17,4,2.5 
K,18,4,3.5246 
K,19,4,6 
K,20,4,6.75 
K,21,4,hd 
K,22,8 
K,23,8,3.5985 
K,24,8,hd 
K,25,12 
K,26,12,3.7216 
K,27,12,hd 
K,28,16 
K,29,16,3.8941 
K,30,16,hd 
K,31,20.1875 
K,32,20.1875,4.1276 
K,33,20.1875,hd 
K,34,23 
K,35,23,4.3149 
K,36,23,hd 
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K,37,27 
K,38,27,4.6235 
K,39,27,hd 
K,40,30.8177 
K,41,30.8177,4.9644 
K,42,30.8177,hd 
K,43,34.817708 
K,44,34.817708,5.370417 
K,45,34.817708,hd 
K,46,38.75 
K,47,38.75,5.804546 
K,48,38.75,hd 
K,49,48.75 
K,50,48.75,hd 
 
!Replicate Keypoints 
Allsel,all 
Kgen,2,all,,,,,14.5 
Ksel,s,,,51,100 
Kgen,2,all,,,,,5 
Ksel,s,,,1,50 
Kgen,2,all,,,,,bd 
 
Allsel,all 
 
V,1,51,58,8,2,52,59,9 
V,2,52,59,9,3,53,60,10 
V,3,53,60,10,4,54,61,11 
V,4,54,61,11,5,55,62,12 
V,5,55,62,12,6,56,63,13 
V,6,56,63,13,7,57,64,14 
 
V,8,58,65,15,9,59,66,16 
V,9,59,66,16,10,60,67,17 
V,10,60,67,17,11,61,68,1
8 
V,11,61,68,18,12,62,69,1
9 
V,12,62,69,19,13,63,70,2
0 
V,13,63,70,20,14,64,71,2
1 
 
V,15,65,72,22,18,68,73,2
3 
V,18,68,73,23,21,71,74,2
4 
V,22,72,75,25,23,73,76,2
6 
V,23,73,76,26,24,74,77,2
7 
V,25,75,78,28,26,76,79,2
9 
V,26,76,79,29,27,77,80,3
0 
V,28,78,81,31,29,79,82,3
2 
V,29,79,82,32,30,80,83,3
3 
V,31,81,84,34,32,82,85,3
5 
V,32,82,85,35,33,83,86,3
6 
V,34,84,87,37,35,85,88,3
8 
V,35,85,88,38,36,86,89,3
9 
V,37,87,90,40,38,88,91,4
1 
V,38,88,91,41,39,89,92,4
2 
V,40,90,93,43,41,91,94,4
4 
V,41,91,94,44,42,92,95,4
5 
V,43,93,96,46,44,94,97,4
7 
V,44,94,97,47,45,95,98,4
8 
V,46,96,99,49,48,98,100,
50 
 
V,51,101,108,58,52,102,1
09,59 
V,52,102,109,59,53,103,1
10,60 
V,53,103,110,60,54,104,1
11,61 
V,54,104,111,61,55,105,1
12,62 
V,55,105,112,62,56,106,1
13,63 
V,56,106,113,63,57,107,1
14,64 
 
V,58,108,115,65,59,109,1
16,66 
V,59,109,116,66,60,110,1
17,67 
V,60,110,117,67,61,111,1
18,68 
V,61,111,118,68,62,112,1
19,69 
V,62,112,119,69,63,113,1
20,70 
V,63,113,120,70,64,114,1
21,71 
 
V,65,115,122,72,68,118,1
23,73 
V,68,118,123,73,71,121,1
24,74 
V,72,122,125,75,73,123,1
26,76 
V,73,123,126,76,74,124,1
27,77 
V,75,125,128,78,76,126,1
29,79 
V,76,126,129,79,77,127,1
30,80 
V,78,128,131,81,79,129,1
32,82 
V,79,129,132,82,80,130,1
33,83 
V,81,131,134,84,82,132,1
35,85 
V,82,132,135,85,83,133,1
36,86 
V,84,134,137,87,85,135,1
38,88 
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V,85,135,138,88,86,136,1
39,89 
V,87,137,140,90,88,138,1
41,91 
V,88,138,141,91,89,139,1
42,92 
V,90,140,143,93,91,141,1
44,94 
V,91,141,144,94,92,142,1
45,95 
V,93,143,146,96,94,144,1
47,97 
V,94,144,147,97,95,145,1
48,98 
V,96,146,149,99,98,148,1
50,100 
 
V,101,151,158,108,102,1
52,159,109 
V,102,152,159,109,103,1
53,160,110 
V,103,153,160,110,104,1
54,161,111 
V,104,154,161,111,105,1
55,162,112 
V,105,155,162,112,106,1
56,163,113 
V,106,156,163,113,107,1
57,164,114 
 
V,108,158,165,115,109,1
59,166,116 
V,109,159,166,116,110,1
60,167,117 
V,110,160,167,117,111,1
61,168,118 
V,111,161,168,118,112,1
62,169,119 
V,112,162,169,119,113,1
63,170,120 
V,113,163,170,120,114,1
64,171,121 
 
V,115,165,172,122,118,1
68,173,123 
V,118,168,173,123,121,1
71,174,124 
V,122,172,175,125,123,1
73,176,126 
V,123,173,176,126,124,1
74,177,127 
V,125,175,178,128,126,1
76,179,129 
V,126,176,179,129,127,1
77,180,130 
V,128,178,181,131,129,1
79,182,132 
V,129,179,182,132,130,1
80,183,133 
V,131,181,184,134,132,1
82,185,135 
V,132,182,185,135,133,1
83,186,136 
V,134,184,187,137,135,1
85,188,138 
V,135,185,188,138,136,1
86,189,139 
V,137,187,190,140,138,1
88,191,141 
V,138,188,191,141,139,1
89,192,142 
V,140,190,193,143,141,1
91,194,144 
V,141,191,194,144,142,1
92,195,145 
V,143,193,196,146,144,1
94,197,147 
V,144,194,197,147,145,1
95,198,148 
V,146,196,199,149,148,1
98,200,150 
 
Allsel,all 
wpoff,36.1523,4.1335,11.
875 
Vsel,u,,,1,6 
Vsel,u,,,32,37 
Vsel,u,,,63,68 
vsbw,all 
wpoff,,,10.25 
vsbw,all 
wpoff,,,-10.25 
wprot,6.36 
wpoff,6.2121 
wprot,-6.36,,90 
vsbw,all 
wprot,,,-90 
wprot,6.36,90 
Vsel,s,,,29,60,31 
Vsel,a,,,69,71,2 
Vsel,a,,,75,138,63 
vsbw,all 
Allsel,all 
wprot,,,20.8799 
Vsel,s,,,70,72,2 
Vsel,a,,,76 
vsbw,all 
wprot,,,-20.8799 
wprot,,-90 
Allsel,all 
wpoff,-6.2121 
wprot,,,90 
Vsel,s,,,30,140,110 
Vsel,a,,,61,62 
Vsel,a,,,86,88,2 
vsbw,all 
Allsel,all 
wprot,,,-90 
Block,0,1,0,2.75,0,10.25 
Asel,s,,,554 
Asel,a,,,641,656,15 
vsba,30,all 
Vsel,s,,,60,92,32 
Vsel,a,,,71,72 
Vsel,a,,,80,84,2 
Vsel,a,,,89,90 
Vsel,a,,,138 
Vsel,a,,,168,169 
Vdele,all,,,1 
Allsel,all 
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wpoff,,,2.625 
Vsel,s,,,61,62 
vsbw,all 
wpoff,,,5 
Vsel,s,,,71,72 
vsbw,all 
wpstyl,defa 
wpstyl 
 
Block,20.1875,21.1875,8.
75,10.75,0,bd 
 
Allsel,all 
Vsymm,x,all  
  
 
!Move grout 
Vsel,s,,,1,6 
Vsel,a,,,32,37 
Vsel,a,,,63,68 
Vsel,a,,,72 
Vsel,a,,,84,86,2 
Vsel,a,,,88,90 
Vsel,a,,,190,195 
Vsel,a,,,221,226 
Vgen,2,all,,,,10,,,,,0 
Vsel,s,,,1,6 
Vsel,a,,,32,37 
Vsel,a,,,63,68 
Vsel,a,,,72 
Vsel,a,,,84,86,2 
Vsel,a,,,88,90 
Vsel,a,,,190,195 
Vsel,a,,,221,226 
Vdele,all,,,1 
Vsel,s,,,317,352 
Vgen,,all,,,,-10,,,,1 
 
!Glue Grout 
Vglue,all 
 
!Glue concrete and 
bearing plates 
Vsel,inve 
Vglue,all 
 
Esize,2 
 
!Glue Curved Strand 
Lsel,s,,,8,213,205 
Lsel,a,,,66,91,25 
Lsel,a,,,106,184,13 
Lsel,a,,,831 
Lsel,a,,,1078 
Lsel,a,,,1141,1156,15 
Lsel,a,,,1165,1205,8 
Lsel,a,,,1212,1279,67 
Lsel,a,,,1704 
Lglue,all 
Latt,3,3,3 
Lmesh,all 
 
Lsel,s,,,12,258,246 
Lsel,a,,,273 
Lsel,a,,,282,330,8 
Lsel,a,,,705,832,127 
Lsel,a,,,930,964,34 
Lsel,a,,,979,1044,13 
Lsel,a,,,1060 
Lsel,a,,,1225,1278,53 
Lsel,a,,,1756 
Lglue,all 
Latt,3,3,3 
Lmesh,all 
 
!Mesh Grout 
Esize,2 
Vsel,s,,,1,6 
Vsel,a,,,32,37 
Vsel,a,,,63,68 
Vsel,a,,,317,334 
!Vglue,all 
Vatt,4,4,4 
Vsweep,all 
 
!Mesh Steel Plates 
Esize,2 
Vsel,s,,,30 
Vsel,a,,,60,62,2 
Vsel,a,,,82,86,4 
Vsel,a,,,188,191,3 
Vsel,a,,,218,222,2 
Vsel,a,,,239,335,96 
Vsel,a,,,391,392 
Vatt,2,2,2 
Vsweep,all 
 
!Mesh Concrete 
Vsel,s,mat,,2 
Vsel,a,mat,,4 
Vsel,inve 
Esize,2 
Vatt,1,1,1 
Vsweep,all 
 
Allsel,all 
Asel,s,,,1290,1291 
Asel,a,,,1296,1320,6 
Asel,a,,,1297,1321,6 
Asel,a,,,1327,1347,4 
Asel,a,,,1352,1353 
Asel,a,,,1357,1377,5 
Asel,a,,,1358,1378,5 
Nsla,s,1 
Type,5 
Mat,4 
Real,5 
Tshape,quad 
Esurf,,top 
 
Allsel,all 
Asel,s,,,4,29,25 
Asel,a,,,38,54,8 
Asel,a,,,60 
Asel,a,,,149,169,4 
Asel,a,,,374,379,5 
Asel,a,,,383,411,7 
Asel,a,,,387,415,7 
Asel,a,,,564 
Asel,a,,,568,580,3 
Nsla,s,1 
Type,6 
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Mat,5 
Real,5 
Esurf,,top 
 
Allsel,all 
Asel,s,,,1383,1384 
Asel,a,,,1389,1413,6 
Asel,a,,,1390,1414,6 
Asel,a,,,1420,1440,4 
Asel,a,,,1445,1446 
Asel,a,,,1450,1470,5 
Asel,a,,,1451,1471,5 
Nsla,s,1 
Type,5 
Mat,4 
Real,6 
Tshape,quad 
Esurf,,top 
 
Allsel,all 
Asel,s,,,554,560,6 
Asel,a,,,656,665,9 
Asel,a,,,671,677,6 
Asel,a,,,534,561,27 
Asel,a,,,657,666,9 
Asel,a,,,672,678,6 
Asel,a,,,809,829,4 
Asel,a,,,683,708,5 
Asel,a,,,925,945,4 
Nsla,s,1 
Type,6 
Mat,5 
Real,6 
Esurf,,top 
 
finish 
/solu 
Allsel,all 
Nsel,s,loc,x,38.75 
Nsel,r,loc,y,0 
d,all,uy 
d,all,uz 
Nsel,s,loc,x,-38.75 
Nsel,r,loc,y,0 
d,all,ux 
d,all,uy 
d,all,uz 
 
Asel,s,,,311,960,649 
Nsla,s,1 
*Get,Ncount,node,0,coun
t 
F=55 
F,all,Fy,-F/Ncount 
 
allsel,all 
cnvtol,f,,0.05,2,0.01 
nsubst,100 
outres,all,all 
autots,1 
ncnv,2 
neqit,100 
pred,on 
time,100 
solve 
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SHEAR FEM CODE
finish 
/clear 
/title, Curved Strand 
Shear Specimen 
 
/Prep7 
 
!Units in Kips and inches 
 
!Material Variables 
Es=29000 
Emus=0.3 
fys=200 
fy=60 
 
Ec=4250 
Emuc=0.2 
fc=5.4 
ft=0.551 
 
Eg=3122 
fg=3 
fgt=0.411 
 
!Deck Dimensions 
bd=34     !Deck Width 
hd=8.75   !Deck height 
Ld=48     !Deck length 
 
!Material Properties 
MP,Ex,1,Ec 
MP,PRXY,1,Emuc 
TB,Concr,1 
TBData,,0.15,0.3,ft,fc 
 
MP,Ex,2,Es 
MP,PRXY,2,Emus 
TB,BISO,2 
TBData,,fy,2.9 
 
MP,EX,3,Es  
MP,PRXY,3,Emus 
TB,BISO,3,,2 
TBData,,fys,2.9 
 
MP,Ex,4,Eg 
MP,PRXY,4,Emuc 
TB,Concr,4 
TBData,,0.15,0.3,fgt,fg 
 
Tb,czm,5,1,1,CBDD 
Tbdata,1,0.48,0.015,,,.01 
 
ET,1,Solid65 
Keyopt,1,3,2 
Keyopt,1,7,1 
 
ET,2,Solid45 
 
ET,3,Link8 
 
ET,4,Solid65 
Keyopt,4,3,2 
Keyopt,4,7,1 
 
Et,5,targe170 
Et,6,conta173 
Keyopt,6,10,2    
Keyopt,6,2,1 
Keyopt,6,12,5  
     
Keyopt,6,9,1 
Keyopt,6,5,1 
 
!Real Constants 
R,1,2,0.0119,0,0,2,0.021 
RMORE,0,90 
R,2 
R,3,0.215,4E-3 
R,4 
R,5,,,0.0015 
R,6,,,0.0015 
 
K,1, 
K,2,,1.75 
K,3,,2.5 
K,4,,3.5 
K,5,,6 
K,6,,6.75 
K,7,,hd 
K,8,0.5 
K,9,0.5,1.75 
K,10,1.25,2.5 
K,11,1.25,3.5024 
K,12,1.25,6 
K,13,0.75,6.75 
K,14,0.75,hd 
 
K,15,4 
K,16,4,1.75 
K,17,4,2.5 
K,18,4,3.5246 
K,19,4,6 
K,20,4,6.75 
K,21,4,hd 
K,22,6 
K,23,6,3.5554 
K,24,6,hd 
K,25,8 
K,26,8,3.5985 
K,27,8,hd 
K,28,12 
K,29,12,3.7216 
K,30,12,hd 
K,31,16 
K,32,16,3.8941 
K,33,16,hd 
K,34,20 
K,35,20,4.1160 
K,36,20,hd 
K,37,28.8177 
K,38,28.8177,4.7802 
K,39,28.8177,hd 
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K,40,30.8177 
K,41,30.8177,4.9644 
K,42,30.8177,hd 
K,43,32.8177 
K,44,32.8177,5.1612 
K,45,32.8177,hd 
K,46,40.3262 
K,47,40.3262,5.9696 
K,48,40.3262,hd 
K,49,48.75 
K,50,48.75,hd 
 
!Replicate Keypoints 
Allsel,all 
Kgen,2,all,,,,,11.9 
Ksel,s,,,51,100 
Kgen,2,all,,,,,5 
Ksel,s,,,1,50 
Kgen,2,all,,,,,24.8 
 
Allsel,all 
 
V,1,51,58,8,2,52,59,9 
V,2,52,59,9,3,53,60,10 
V,3,53,60,10,4,54,61,11 
V,4,54,61,11,5,55,62,12 
V,5,55,62,12,6,56,63,13 
V,6,56,63,13,7,57,64,14 
 
V,8,58,65,15,9,59,66,16 
V,9,59,66,16,10,60,67,17 
V,10,60,67,17,11,61,68,1
8 
V,11,61,68,18,12,62,69,1
9 
V,12,62,69,19,13,63,70,2
0 
V,13,63,70,20,14,64,71,2
1 
 
V,15,65,72,22,18,68,73,2
3 
V,18,68,73,23,21,71,74,2
4 
V,22,72,75,25,23,73,76,2
6 
V,23,73,76,26,24,74,77,2
7 
V,25,75,78,28,26,76,79,2
9 
V,26,76,79,29,27,77,80,3
0 
V,28,78,81,31,29,79,82,3
2 
V,29,79,82,32,30,80,83,3
3 
V,31,81,84,34,32,82,85,3
5 
V,32,82,85,35,33,83,86,3
6 
V,34,84,87,37,35,85,88,3
8 
V,35,85,88,38,36,86,89,3
9 
V,37,87,90,40,38,88,91,4
1 
V,38,88,91,41,39,89,92,4
2 
V,40,90,93,43,41,91,94,4
4 
V,41,91,94,44,42,92,95,4
5 
V,43,93,96,46,44,94,97,4
7 
V,44,94,97,47,45,95,98,4
8 
V,46,96,99,49,48,98,100,
50 
 
 
V,51,101,108,58,52,102,1
09,59 
V,52,102,109,59,53,103,1
10,60 
V,53,103,110,60,54,104,1
11,61 
V,54,104,111,61,55,105,1
12,62 
V,55,105,112,62,56,106,1
13,63 
V,56,106,113,63,57,107,1
14,64 
 
V,58,108,115,65,59,109,1
16,66 
V,59,109,116,66,60,110,1
17,67 
V,60,110,117,67,61,111,1
18,68 
V,61,111,118,68,62,112,1
19,69 
V,62,112,119,69,63,113,1
20,70 
V,63,113,120,70,64,114,1
21,71 
 
V,65,115,122,72,68,118,1
23,73 
V,68,118,123,73,71,121,1
24,74 
V,72,122,125,75,73,123,1
26,76 
V,73,123,126,76,74,124,1
27,77 
V,75,125,128,78,76,126,1
29,79 
V,76,126,129,79,77,127,1
30,80 
V,78,128,131,81,79,129,1
32,82 
V,79,129,132,82,80,130,1
33,83 
V,81,131,134,84,82,132,1
35,85 
V,82,132,135,85,83,133,1
36,86 
V,84,134,137,87,85,135,1
38,88 
V,85,135,138,88,86,136,1
39,89 
V,87,137,140,90,88,138,1
41,91 
82 
 
V,88,138,141,91,89,139,1
42,92 
V,90,140,143,93,91,141,1
44,94 
V,91,141,144,94,92,142,1
45,95 
V,93,143,146,96,94,144,1
47,97 
V,94,144,147,97,95,145,1
48,98 
V,96,146,149,99,98,148,1
50,100 
 
 
V,101,151,158,108,102,1
52,159,109 
V,102,152,159,109,103,1
53,160,110 
V,103,153,160,110,104,1
54,161,111 
V,104,154,161,111,105,1
55,162,112 
V,105,155,162,112,106,1
56,163,113 
V,106,156,163,113,107,1
57,164,114 
 
V,108,158,165,115,109,1
59,166,116 
V,109,159,166,116,110,1
60,167,117 
V,110,160,167,117,111,1
61,168,118 
V,111,161,168,118,112,1
62,169,119 
V,112,162,169,119,113,1
63,170,120 
V,113,163,170,120,114,1
64,171,121 
 
V,115,165,172,122,118,1
68,173,123 
V,118,168,173,123,121,1
71,174,124 
V,122,172,175,125,123,1
73,176,126 
V,123,173,176,126,124,1
74,177,127 
V,125,175,178,128,126,1
76,179,129 
V,126,176,179,129,127,1
77,180,130 
V,128,178,181,131,129,1
79,182,132 
V,129,179,182,132,130,1
80,183,133 
V,131,181,184,134,132,1
82,185,135 
V,132,182,185,135,133,1
83,186,136 
V,134,184,187,137,135,1
85,188,138 
V,135,185,188,138,136,1
86,189,139 
V,137,187,190,140,138,1
88,191,141 
V,138,188,191,141,139,1
89,192,142 
V,140,190,193,143,141,1
91,194,144 
V,141,191,194,144,142,1
92,195,145 
V,143,193,196,146,144,1
94,197,147 
V,144,194,197,147,145,1
95,198,148 
V,146,196,199,149,148,1
98,200,150 
 
Allsel,all 
wpoff,36.1523,4.1335,9.2
750 
Vsel,u,,,1,6 
Vsel,u,,,32,37 
Vsel,u,,,63,68 
vsbw,all 
wpoff,,,10.25 
vsbw,all 
wpoff,,,-10.25 
wprot,6.36 
wpoff,6.2121 
wprot,-6.36,,90 
vsbw,all 
wprot,,,-90 
wprot,6.36,90 
Vsel,s,,,29,60,31 
Vsel,a,,,69,71,2 
Vsel,a,,,75,138,63 
vsbw,all 
Allsel,all 
wprot,,,20.8799 
Vsel,s,,,70,72,2 
Vsel,a,,,76 
vsbw,all 
wprot,,,-20.8799 
wprot,,-90 
Allsel,all 
wpoff,-6.2121 
wprot,,,90 
Vsel,s,,,30,140,110 
Vsel,a,,,61,62 
Vsel,a,,,86,88,2 
vsbw,all 
Allsel,all 
wprot,,,-90 
Block,0,1,0,2.75,0,10.25 
Asel,s,,,554 
Asel,a,,,641,656,15 
vsba,30,all 
Vsel,s,,,60,92,32 
Vsel,a,,,71,72 
Vsel,a,,,80,84,2 
Vsel,a,,,89,90 
Vsel,a,,,138 
Vsel,a,,,168,169 
Vdele,all,,,1 
Allsel,all 
 
wpoff,,,2.625 
Vsel,s,,,61,62 
vsbw,all 
wpoff,,,5 
83 
 
Vsel,s,,,71,72 
vsbw,all 
wpstyl,defa 
wpstyl 
 
wpoff,,,32.8 
CSWPLA,11,0 
NUMOFF,KP,1000 
NUMOFF,volu,1000 
 
K,1, 
K,2,,1.75 
K,3,,2.5 
K,4,,3.5 
K,5,,6 
K,6,,6.75 
K,7,,hd 
K,8,0.5 
K,9,0.5,1.75 
K,10,1.25,2.5 
K,11,1.25,3.5024 
K,12,1.25,6 
K,13,0.75,6.75 
K,14,0.75,hd 
 
K,15,4 
K,16,4,1.75 
K,17,4,2.5 
K,18,4,3.5552 
K,19,4,6 
K,20,4,6.75 
K,21,4,hd 
K,22,6 
K,23,6,3.6242 
K,24,6,hd 
K,25,8 
K,26,8,3.7209 
K,27,8,hd 
K,28,12 
K,29,12,3.9974 
K,30,12,hd 
K,31,16 
K,32,16,4.3855 
K,33,16,hd 
K,34,20 
K,35,20,4.8859 
K,36,20,hd 
K,37,28.8177 
K,38,28.8177,6.2646 
K,39,28.8177,hd 
K,40,30.8177 
K,41,30.8177,hd 
K,42,32.8177 
K,43,32.8177,hd 
K,44,40.3262 
K,45,40.3262,hd 
K,46,48.75 
K,47,48.75,hd 
 
!Replicate Keypoints 
Ksel,s,,,1,47 
Kgen,2,all,,,,,7.9 
Ksel,s,,,48,94 
Kgen,2,all,,,,,5 
Ksel,s,,,1,47 
Kgen,2,all,,,,,20.8 
 
Allsel,all 
 
V,1,48,55,8,2,49,56,9 
V,2,49,56,9,3,50,57,10 
V,3,50,57,10,4,51,58,11 
V,4,51,58,11,5,52,59,12 
V,5,52,59,12,6,53,60,13 
V,6,53,60,13,7,54,61,14 
 
V,8,55,62,15,9,56,63,16 
V,9,56,63,16,10,57,64,17 
V,10,57,64,17,11,58,65,1
8 
V,11,58,65,18,12,59,66,1
9 
V,12,59,66,19,13,60,67,2
0 
V,13,60,67,20,14,61,68,2
1 
 
V,15,62,69,22,18,65,70,2
3 
V,18,65,70,23,21,68,71,2
4 
V,22,69,72,25,23,70,73,2
6 
V,23,70,73,26,24,71,74,2
7 
V,25,72,75,28,26,73,76,2
9 
V,26,73,76,29,27,74,77,3
0 
V,28,75,78,31,29,76,79,3
2 
V,29,76,79,32,30,77,80,3
3 
V,31,78,81,34,32,79,82,3
5 
V,32,79,82,35,33,80,83,3
6 
V,34,81,84,37,35,82,85,3
8 
V,35,82,85,38,36,83,86,3
9 
V,37,84,87,40,39,86,88,4
1 
V,40,87,89,42,41,88,90,4
3 
V,42,89,91,44,43,90,92,4
5 
V,44,91,93,46,45,92,94,4
7 
 
V,48,95,102,55,49,96,103
,56 
V,49,96,103,56,50,97,104
,57 
V,50,97,104,57,51,98,105
,58 
V,51,98,105,58,52,99,106
,59 
V,52,99,106,59,53,100,10
7,60 
84 
 
V,53,100,107,60,54,101,1
08,61 
 
V,55,102,109,62,56,103,1
10,63 
V,56,103,110,63,57,104,1
11,64 
V,57,104,111,64,58,105,1
12,65 
V,58,105,112,65,59,106,1
13,66 
V,59,106,113,66,60,107,1
14,67 
V,60,107,114,67,61,108,1
15,68 
 
V,62,109,116,69,65,112,1
17,70 
V,65,112,117,70,68,115,1
18,71 
V,69,116,119,72,70,117,1
20,73 
V,70,117,120,73,71,118,1
21,74 
V,72,119,122,75,73,120,1
23,76 
V,73,120,123,76,74,121,1
24,77 
V,75,122,125,78,76,123,1
26,79 
V,76,123,126,79,77,124,1
27,80 
V,78,125,128,81,79,126,1
29,82 
V,79,126,129,82,80,127,1
30,83 
V,81,128,131,84,82,129,1
32,85 
V,82,129,132,85,83,130,1
33,86 
V,84,131,134,87,86,133,1
35,88 
V,87,134,136,89,88,135,1
37,90 
V,89,136,138,91,90,137,1
39,92 
V,91,138,140,93,92,139,1
41,94 
 
V,95,142,149,102,96,143,
150,103 
V,96,143,150,103,97,144,
151,104 
V,97,144,151,104,98,145,
152,105 
V,98,145,152,105,99,146,
153,106 
V,99,146,153,106,100,14
7,154,107 
V,100,147,154,107,101,1
48,155,108 
 
V,102,149,156,109,103,1
50,157,110 
V,103,150,157,110,104,1
51,158,111 
V,104,151,158,111,105,1
52,159,112 
V,105,152,159,112,106,1
53,160,113 
V,106,153,160,113,107,1
54,161,114 
V,107,154,161,114,108,1
55,162,115 
 
V,109,156,163,116,112,1
59,164,117 
V,112,159,164,117,115,1
62,165,118 
V,116,163,166,119,117,1
64,167,120 
V,117,164,167,120,118,1
65,168,121 
V,119,166,169,122,120,1
67,170,123 
V,120,167,170,123,121,1
68,171,124 
V,122,169,172,125,123,1
70,173,126 
V,123,170,173,126,124,1
71,174,127 
V,125,172,175,128,126,1
73,176,129 
V,126,173,176,129,127,1
74,177,130 
V,128,175,178,131,129,1
76,179,132 
V,129,176,179,132,130,1
77,180,133 
V,131,178,181,134,133,1
80,182,135 
V,134,181,183,136,135,1
82,184,137 
V,136,183,185,138,137,1
84,186,139 
V,138,185,187,140,139,1
86,188,141 
 
Allsel,all 
wpoff,24.2276,4.1440,5.2
750 
Vsel,u,,,1,6 
Vsel,u,,,29,34 
Vsel,u,,,57,62 
vsbw,all 
wpoff,,,10.25 
vsbw,all 
wpoff,,,-10.25 
wpstyl,defa 
wpoff,36.1523,4.1335 
wprot,6.36 
wpoff,6.2121 
wprot,-6.36,,90 
Vsel,s,,,28 
Vsel,a,,,127,128 
Vsel,a,,,56,150,94 
vsbw,all 
wpstyl,defa 
wpoff,,,29.8 
Allsel,all 
85 
 
wpoff,24.2276,4.1440,8.2
750 
wprot,9.527283,90 
Vsel,s,,,23,25,2 
Vsel,a,,,51,53,2 
Vsel,a,,,117,121,4 
vsbw,all 
wprot,,,90 
Vsel,s,,,24,52,28 
Vsel,a,,,56,74,18 
Vsel,a,,,78,119,41 
vsbw,all 
wprot,,-90 
wprot,-90 
Block,0,1,0,2.75,0,10.25 
Asel,s,,,1092 
Asel,a,,,1137,1230,93 
vsba,24,all 
*Get,Llength,line,1582,le
ng 
wpoff,Llength 
*Get,Llength,line,1553,le
ng 
wpoff,Llength 
wprot,14.511816 
wprot,,90 
Vsel,s,,,26,54,28 
Vsel,a,,,123 
vsbw,all 
Vsel,s,,,51,80,29 
Vsel,a,,,74,76,2 
Vsel,a,,,82,83 
Vsel,a,,,117,119,2 
Vsel,a,,,150,151 
Vsel,a,,,127,153,26 
Vdele,all,,,1 
Allsel,all 
 
wpstyl,defa 
wpoff,24.2276,4.1440,40.
7 
Vsel,s,,,52,56,4 
vsbw,all 
wpoff,,,5 
Vsel,s,,,54,74,20 
vsbw,all 
wpstyl,defa 
wpstyl 
 
!Duplicate sections 
Vsel,s,,,1000,2000 
NUMOFF,KP,1000 
NUMOFF,volu,1000 
Vgen,2,all,,,,,57.6 
Csys,0 
 
wpoff,,,61.6 
vsbw,all 
Vsel,s,loc,z,57.6,61.6 
Vdele,all,,,1 
wpstyl,defa 
 
Vsel,s,,,1000,1500 
NUMOFF,KP,1000 
NUMOFF,volu,1000 
Vgen,2,all,,,,,57.6 
 
Vsel,s,,,3000,4000 
wpoff,,,72 
CSWPLA,12,0 
NUMOFF,KP,1000 
NUMOFF,volu,1000 
Vsymm,z,all 
wpstyl,defa 
wpstyl  
 
!Connect sections 
V,4151,3001,3008,4158,4
152,3002,3009,4159 
V,4152,3002,3009,4159,4
153,3003,3010,4160 
V,4153,3003,3010,4160,4
155,3005,3012,4162 
V,4155,3005,3012,4162,4
156,3006,3013,4163 
V,4156,3006,3013,4163,4
157,3007,3014,4164 
V,4158,3008,3015,4165,4
159,3009,3016,4166 
V,4159,3009,3016,4166,4
160,3010,3017,4167 
V,4160,3010,3017,4167,4
162,3012,3019,4169 
V,4162,3012,3019,4169,4
163,3013,3020,4170 
V,4163,3013,3020,4170,4
164,3014,3021,4171 
V,4165,3015,3022,4172,4
171,3021,3024,4174 
V,4172,3022,3025,4175,4
174,3024,3027,4177 
V,4175,3025,3028,4178,4
177,3027,3030,4180 
V,4178,3028,3031,4181,4
180,3030,3033,4183 
V,4181,3031,3034,4184,4
183,3033,3036,4186 
V,4184,3034,3037,4187,4
186,3036,3039,4189 
V,4187,3037,3040,4190,4
189,3039,3041,4192 
V,4190,3040,3042,4193,4
192,3041,3043,4195 
V,4193,3042,3044,4196,4
195,3043,3045,4198 
V,4196,3044,3275,4297,4
198,3045,3276,4298 
V,4297,3275,3046,4199,4
298,3276,3047,4200 
 
V,3142,2343,2344,3149,3
143,2345,2346,3150 
V,3143,2345,2346,3150,3
144,2347,2348,3151 
V,3144,2347,2348,3151,3
146,2351,2352,3153 
V,3146,2351,2352,3153,3
147,2353,2354,3154 
V,3147,2353,2354,3154,3
148,2355,2356,3155 
86 
 
V,3149,2344,2363,3156,3
150,2346,2364,3157 
V,3150,2346,2364,3157,3
151,2348,2365,3158 
V,3151,2348,2365,3158,3
153,2352,2367,3160 
V,3153,2352,2367,3160,3
154,2354,2368,3161 
V,3154,2354,2368,3161,3
155,2356,2369,3162 
V,3156,2363,2370,3163,3
162,2369,2372,3165 
V,3163,2370,2373,3166,3
165,2372,2375,3168 
V,3166,2373,2376,3169,3
168,2375,2378,3171 
V,3169,2376,2379,3172,3
171,2378,2381,3174 
V,3172,2379,2382,3175,3
174,2381,2384,3177 
V,3175,2382,2385,3178,3
177,2384,2387,3180 
V,3178,2385,2388,3181,3
180,2387,2390,3182 
V,3181,2388,2391,3183,3
182,2390,2393,3184 
V,3183,2391,2359,3185,3
184,2393,2360,3186 
V,3185,2359,2357,3279,3
186,2360,2358,3280 
V,3279,2357,2362,3187,3
280,2358,2361,3188 
 
V,2185,1001,1005,2186,2
187,1007,1010,2188 
V,2187,1007,1010,2188,2
189,1012,1014,2190 
V,2189,1012,1014,2190,2
193,1022,1024,2194 
V,2193,1022,1024,2194,2
195,1027,1030,2196 
V,2195,1027,1030,2196,2
197,1032,1035,2198 
V,2186,1005,1242,2311,2
188,1010,1243,2310 
V,2188,1010,1243,2310,2
190,1014,1245,2312 
V,2190,1014,1245,2312,2
194,1024,1249,2314 
V,2194,1024,1249,2314,2
196,1030,1251,2315 
V,2196,1030,1251,2315,2
198,1035,1253,2316 
V,2311,1242,1256,2318,2
316,1253,1259,2319 
V,2318,1256,1262,2321,2
319,1259,1265,2322 
V,2321,1262,1268,2324,2
322,1265,1271,2325 
V,2324,1268,1274,2327,2
325,1271,1277,2328 
V,2327,1274,1279,2330,2
328,1277,1282,2331 
V,2330,1279,1284,2333,2
331,1282,1288,2334 
V,2333,1284,1290,2336,2
334,1288,1291,2337 
V,2336,1290,1293,2339,2
337,1291,1294,2340 
V,2339,1293,1202,2227,2
340,1294,1203,2226 
V,2227,1202,1200,2225,2
226,1203,1201,2224 
V,2225,1200,1207,2228,2
224,1201,1206,2230 
 
V,1174,185,186,1175,117
6,187,188,1177 
V,1176,187,188,1177,117
8,189,190,1179 
V,1178,189,190,1179,118
2,193,194,1183 
V,1182,193,194,1183,118
4,195,196,1185 
V,1184,195,196,1185,118
6,197,198,1187 
V,1175,186,311,1296,117
7,188,310,1295 
V,1177,188,310,1295,117
9,190,312,1297 
V,1179,190,312,1297,118
3,194,314,1299 
V,1183,194,314,1299,118
5,196,315,1300 
V,1185,196,315,1300,118
7,198,316,1301 
V,1296,311,318,1303,130
1,316,319,1304 
V,1303,318,321,1306,130
4,319,322,1307 
V,1306,321,324,1309,130
7,322,325,1310 
V,1309,324,327,1312,131
0,325,328,1313 
V,1312,327,330,1315,131
3,328,331,1316 
V,1315,330,333,1319,131
6,331,334,1321 
V,1319,333,336,1324,132
1,334,337,1323 
V,1324,336,339,1326,132
3,337,340,1325 
V,1326,339,227,1215,132
5,340,226,1214 
V,1215,227,225,1213,121
4,226,224,1212 
V,1213,225,228,1216,121
2,224,230,1217 
 
!Move grout 
Vsel,s,loc,x,0,1 
Vgen,2,all,,,,10,,,,,0 
Vsel,s,loc,x,0,1 
Vsel,r,loc,y,0,8.75 
Vdele,all,,,1 
Vsel,s,loc,x,0,1 
Vgen,,all,,,,-10,,,,1 
 
Allsel,all 
wprot,,,90 
87 
 
wpoff,,,2 
vsbw,all 
wpstyl,defa 
 
!Copy all volumes to 
other side 
Allsel,all 
Vsymm,x,all  
 
Block,-6.75,-
8.75,8.75,10.75,0,144 
Block,6.75,8.75,-
2,0,0,144 
Block,-48.75,-46.75,-
2,0,0,144  
 
!Cut up Bearing Plates 
Vsel,s,,,1707,1709 
wpoff,,,9.2750 
vsbw,all 
wpoff,,,2.625 
vsbw,all 
wpoff,,,5 
vsbw,all 
wpoff,,,2.625 
vsbw,all 
wpoff,,,5.275 
vsbw,all 
wpoff,,,8 
vsbw,all 
wpoff,,,5.275 
vsbw,all 
wpoff,,,2.625 
vsbw,all 
wpoff,,,5 
vsbw,all 
wpoff,,,2.625 
vsbw,all 
wpoff,,,5.275 
vsbw,all 
wpoff,,,8 
vsbw,all 
wpoff,,,5.275 
vsbw,all 
wpoff,,,2.625 
vsbw,all 
wpoff,,,5 
vsbw,all 
wpoff,,,2.625 
vsbw,all 
wpoff,,,5.275 
vsbw,all 
wpoff,,,8 
vsbw,all 
wpoff,,,5.275 
vsbw,all 
wpoff,,,2.625 
vsbw,all 
wpoff,,,5 
vsbw,all 
wpoff,,,2.625 
vsbw,all 
wpoff,,,5.275 
vsbw,all 
wpoff,,,8 
vsbw,all 
wpoff,,,5.275 
vsbw,all 
wpoff,,,2.625 
vsbw,all 
wpoff,,,5 
vsbw,all 
wpoff,,,2.625 
vsbw,all 
wpstyl,defa 
 
!Cut concrete for Shear 
Stud placement 
CSYS,0 
Allsel,all 
Vsel,u,loc,x,-1,1 
wpoff,,,35.4375 
vsbw,all 
wpoff,,,73.125 
vsbw,all 
 
!Glue Grout 
Vsel,s,loc,x,-1,1 
Vglue,all 
 
!Glue concrete and 
bearing plates 
Vsel,inve 
Vglue,all 
 
!Glue and Mesh Curved 
Strand 
Lsel,s,,,831,832 
Lsel,a,,,11905,11906 
Lsel,a,,,9989,10134,145 
Lsel,a,,,213,705,492 
Lsel,a,,,106,184,13 
Lsel,a,,,91,273,182 
Lsel,a,,,354,377,23 
Lsel,a,,,4961,5013,52 
Lsel,a,,,5605,5972,367 
Lsel,a,,,10143,10183,8 
Lsel,a,,,10085,10190,105 
Lsel,a,,,10223,10224 
Lsel,a,,,282,330,8 
Lsel,a,,,519,859,340 
Lsel,a,,,31,38,7 
Lsel,a,,,10004,10069,13 
Lsel,a,,,10103,10203,100 
 
Lsel,a,,,1588,1596,8 
Lsel,a,,,971,1372,401 
Lsel,a,,,4838,4883,45 
Lsel,a,,,916,1083,167 
Lsel,a,,,931,970,13 
Lsel,a,,,8994,8995 
Lsel,a,,,2028,2160,132 
Lsel,a,,,7371,7396,25 
Lsel,a,,,9523,9656,133 
Lsel,a,,,9665,9681,8 
Lsel,a,,,9690,9701,11 
Lsel,a,,,9608,9616,8 
Lsel,a,,,1092,1116,8 
Lsel,a,,,7309,7311,2 
Lsel,a,,,1662,1875,213 
Lsel,a,,,9538,9564,13 
Lsel,a,,,9580,9592,12 
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Lsel,a,,,1979,1992,13 
Lsel,a,,,2045,2046 
Lsel,a,,,1827,1845,18 
Lsel,a,,,4724,4727,3 
Lsel,a,,,1731,1923,192 
Lsel,a,,,1932,1972,8 
Lsel,a,,,8959,8960 
Lsel,a,,,3608,5102,1494 
Lsel,a,,,7625,7785,160 
Lsel,a,,,9005,9150,145 
Lsel,a,,,9159,9199,8 
Lsel,a,,,9101,9119,18 
Lsel,a,,,9206,9219,13 
Lsel,a,,,9239,9240 
Lsel,a,,,1746,1811,13 
Lsel,a,,,7717,7719,2 
Lsel,a,,,5067,5070,3 
Lsel,a,,,9020,9085,13 
 
Lsel,a,,,2641,2649,8 
Lsel,a,,,2770,2781,11 
Lsel,a,,,2745,2761,8 
Lsel,a,,,2312,2736,424 
Lsel,a,,,3624,5240,1616 
Lsel,a,,,4606,4651,45 
Lsel,a,,,8155,8158,3 
Lsel,a,,,7641,8056,415 
Lsel,a,,,8539,8672,133 
Lsel,a,,,8681,8697,8 
Lsel,a,,,8706,8717,11 
Lsel,a,,,8624,8632,8 
Lsel,a,,,2625 
Lsel,a,,,2522,2583,61 
Lsel,a,,,2435,2466,31 
Lsel,a,,,7912,7917,5 
Lsel,a,,,5170,5174,4 
Lsel,a,,,8554,8580,13 
Lsel,a,,,8596,8608,12 
 
Lsel,a,,,3583,3596,13 
Lsel,a,,,3649,3650 
Lsel,a,,,3431,3449,18 
Lsel,a,,,3350,3415,13 
Lsel,a,,,3536,3576,8 
Lsel,a,,,3335,3527,192 
Lsel,a,,,5311,5395,84 
Lsel,a,,,5359,5363,4 
Lsel,a,,,4307,4359,52 
Lsel,a,,,2835,2888,53 
Lsel,a,,,8284,8286,2 
Lsel,a,,,8204,8348,144 
Lsel,a,,,906,1192,286 
Lsel,a,,,5506 
Lsel,a,,,1675,1902,227 
Lsel,a,,,2198,2297,99 
Lsel,a,,,5516,5556,8 
Lsel,a,,,2503,2976,473 
Lsel,a,,,5629,5630 
Lsel,a,,,5563,5576,13 
Lsel,a,,,3288 
 
Esize,2 
Lglue,all 
Latt,3,3,3 
Lmesh,all 
 
!Mesh Grout 
Esize,2 
Vsel,s,loc,x,-1,1 
Vatt,4,4,4 
Vsweep,all 
 
!Mesh Steel Plates 
Esize,2 
Vsel,s,,,30 
Vsel,a,,,60,62,2 
Vsel,a,,,80,97,17 
Vsel,a,,,228,230,2 
Vsel,a,,,262,277,15 
Vsel,a,,,671,827,156 
Vsel,a,,,796,798,2 
Vsel,a,,,800,802,2 
Vsel,a,,,810,812,2 
Vsel,a,,,827,839,12 
Vsel,a,,,832,833 
Vsel,a,,,856,862,6 
Vsel,a,,,867,870,3 
Vsel,a,,,876,883,7 
Vsel,a,,,894,1026,132 
Vsel,a,,,901,904,3 
Vsel,a,,,1051,1078,27 
Vsel,a,,,1314,1327,13 
Vsel,a,,,1348,1412,64 
Vsel,a,,,1430,1432,2 
Vsel,a,,,1442,1517,75 
Vsel,a,,,1530,1551,21 
Vsel,a,,,1615,1633,18 
Vsel,a,,,1635,1647,12 
Vsel,a,,,2030 
Vsel,a,,,2060,2062,2 
Vsel,a,,,2080,3080,1000 
Vsel,a,,,2111,2113,2 
Vsel,a,,,2170,2176,3 
Vsel,a,,,4030,4060,30 
Vsel,a,,,4062,4082,20 
Vsel,a,loc,y,8.75,10.75 
Vsel,a,loc,y,-2,0 
Vatt,2,2,2 
Vsweep,all 
 
!Mesh Concrete 
Esize,2 
Vsel,s,mat,,2,4,2 
Vsel,inve 
Vatt,1,1,1 
Vsel,s,loc,x,-12,12 
Vsel,u,mat,,2,4,2 
Vsweep,all 
Vsel,s,loc,x,-12,12 
Vsel,inve 
Vsel,u,mat,,2,4,2 
Vsweep,all 
 
Allsel,all 
Vsel,s,mat,,4 
Aslv,r 
Asel,r,loc,x,0.5,1.25 
Asel,u,loc,x,0.50001,0.74
999 
Asel,u,loc,y,2.5 
Asel,u,loc,y,3.5,3.51 
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Asel,u,loc,y,6 
Asel,u,loc,z,0 
Asel,u,loc,z,9.2750 
Asel,u,loc,z,11.9 
Asel,u,loc,z,16.9 
Asel,u,loc,z,19.525 
Asel,u,loc,z,24.8 
Asel,u,loc,z,32.8 
Asel,u,loc,z,38.075 
Asel,u,loc,z,40.7 
Asel,u,loc,z,45.7 
Asel,u,loc,z,48.325 
Asel,u,loc,z,53.6 
Asel,u,loc,z,61.6 
Asel,u,loc,z,66.875 
Asel,u,loc,z,69.5 
Asel,u,loc,z,74.5 
Asel,u,loc,z,77.125 
Asel,u,loc,z,82.4 
Asel,u,loc,z,90.4 
Asel,u,loc,z,95.675 
Asel,u,loc,z,98.3 
Asel,u,loc,z,103.3 
Asel,u,loc,z,105.925 
Asel,u,loc,z,111.2 
Asel,u,loc,z,119.2 
Asel,u,loc,z,124.475 
Asel,u,loc,z,127.1 
Asel,u,loc,z,132.1 
Asel,u,loc,z,134.725 
Asel,u,loc,z,144 
Nsla,s,1 
Type,5 
Mat,4 
Real,5 
Tshape,quad 
Esurf,,top 
 
Allsel,all 
Vsel,s,mat,,1 
Vsel,r,loc,x,0,4 
Aslv,r 
Asel,r,loc,x,0.5,1.25 
Asel,u,loc,y,0 
Asel,u,loc,y,1.75 
Asel,u,loc,z,0 
Asel,u,loc,z,9.2750 
Asel,u,loc,z,11.9 
Asel,u,loc,z,16.9 
Asel,u,loc,z,19.525 
Asel,u,loc,z,24.8 
Asel,u,loc,z,32.8 
Asel,u,loc,z,35.4375 
Asel,u,loc,z,38.075 
Asel,u,loc,z,40.7 
Asel,u,loc,z,45.7 
Asel,u,loc,z,48.325 
Asel,u,loc,z,53.6 
Asel,u,loc,z,61.6 
Asel,u,loc,z,66.875 
Asel,u,loc,z,69.5 
Asel,u,loc,z,74.5 
Asel,u,loc,z,77.125 
Asel,u,loc,z,82.4 
Asel,u,loc,z,90.4 
Asel,u,loc,z,95.675 
Asel,u,loc,z,98.3 
Asel,u,loc,z,103.3 
Asel,u,loc,z,105.925 
Asel,u,loc,z,108.5625 
Asel,u,loc,z,111.2 
Asel,u,loc,z,119.2 
Asel,u,loc,z,124.475 
Asel,u,loc,z,127.1 
Asel,u,loc,z,132.1 
Asel,u,loc,z,134.725 
Asel,u,loc,z,144 
Nsla,s,1 
Type,6 
Mat,5 
Real,5 
Esurf,,top 
 
Allsel,all 
Vsel,s,mat,,4 
Aslv,r 
Asel,r,loc,x,-1.25,-0.5 
Asel,u,loc,x,-0.74999,-
0.50001 
Asel,u,loc,y,2.5 
Asel,u,loc,y,3.5,3.51 
Asel,u,loc,y,6 
Asel,u,loc,z,0 
Asel,u,loc,z,9.2750 
Asel,u,loc,z,11.9 
Asel,u,loc,z,16.9 
Asel,u,loc,z,19.525 
Asel,u,loc,z,24.8 
Asel,u,loc,z,32.8 
Asel,u,loc,z,38.075 
Asel,u,loc,z,40.7 
Asel,u,loc,z,45.7 
Asel,u,loc,z,48.325 
Asel,u,loc,z,53.6 
Asel,u,loc,z,61.6 
Asel,u,loc,z,66.875 
Asel,u,loc,z,69.5 
Asel,u,loc,z,74.5 
Asel,u,loc,z,77.125 
Asel,u,loc,z,82.4 
Asel,u,loc,z,90.4 
Asel,u,loc,z,95.675 
Asel,u,loc,z,98.3 
Asel,u,loc,z,103.3 
Asel,u,loc,z,105.925 
Asel,u,loc,z,111.2 
Asel,u,loc,z,119.2 
Asel,u,loc,z,124.475 
Asel,u,loc,z,127.1 
Asel,u,loc,z,132.1 
Asel,u,loc,z,134.725 
Asel,u,loc,z,144 
Nsla,s,1 
Type,5 
Mat,4 
Real,6 
Tshape,quad 
Esurf,,top 
 
Allsel,all 
Vsel,s,mat,,1 
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Vsel,r,loc,x,-4,0 
Aslv,r 
Asel,r,loc,x,-1.25,-0.5 
Asel,u,loc,y,0 
Asel,u,loc,y,1.75 
Asel,u,loc,z,0 
Asel,u,loc,z,9.2750 
Asel,u,loc,z,11.9 
Asel,u,loc,z,16.9 
Asel,u,loc,z,19.525 
Asel,u,loc,z,24.8 
Asel,u,loc,z,32.8 
Asel,u,loc,z,35.4375 
Asel,u,loc,z,38.075 
Asel,u,loc,z,40.7 
Asel,u,loc,z,45.7 
Asel,u,loc,z,48.325 
Asel,u,loc,z,53.6 
Asel,u,loc,z,61.6 
Asel,u,loc,z,66.875 
Asel,u,loc,z,69.5 
Asel,u,loc,z,74.5 
Asel,u,loc,z,77.125 
Asel,u,loc,z,82.4 
Asel,u,loc,z,90.4 
Asel,u,loc,z,95.675 
Asel,u,loc,z,98.3 
Asel,u,loc,z,103.3 
Asel,u,loc,z,105.925 
Asel,u,loc,z,108.5625 
Asel,u,loc,z,111.2 
Asel,u,loc,z,119.2 
Asel,u,loc,z,124.475 
Asel,u,loc,z,127.1 
Asel,u,loc,z,132.1 
Asel,u,loc,z,134.725 
Asel,u,loc,z,144 
Nsla,s,1 
Type,6 
Mat,5 
Real,6 
Esurf,,top 
 
finish 
/solu 
Allsel,all 
wpstyl,defa 
Nsel,s,loc,x,6.75,8.75 
Nsel,r,loc,y,-2 
d,all,uy 
d,all,uz 
Nsel,s,loc,x,-48.75,-46.75 
Nsel,r,loc,y,-2 
d,all,ux 
d,all,uy 
d,all,uz 
 
Nsel,s,loc,x,-8.75,-6.75 
Nsel,r,loc,y,10.75 
*Get,Ncount,node,0,coun
t 
F=200 
F,all,Fy,-F/Ncount 
 
allsel,all 
cnvtol,f,,0.05,2,0.01 
nsubst,100 
outres,all,all 
autots,1 
ncnv,2 
neqit,100 
pred,on 
time,100 
solve 
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LARGE-SCALE FLEXURE FEM CODE
finish 
/clear 
/title, Curved Strand Large 
Flexure Specimen 
 
/Prep7 
 
!Units in Kips and inches 
 
!Material Variables 
Es=28500 
Emus=0.3 
fys=270 
fy=50 
 
Ec=4250 
Emuc=0.2 
fc=5.6 
ft=0.561 
 
Eg=3125 
fg=3 
fgt=0.411 
 
!Beam Dimensions 
tf=0.960 
tw=0.600 
bf=12.375 
d=21.700 
L=241 
 
!Deck Dimensions 
bd=144 
 !Deck Width 
hd=8.75    !Deck 
height 
Ld=96.5     !Deck length 
hg=0     !Haunch 
gap 
 
!Material Properties 
MP,Ex,1,Ec 
MP,PRXY,1,Emuc 
TB,Concr,1 
TBData,,0.2,0.3,ft,-1 
 
MP,Ex,2,Es 
MP,PRXY,2,Emus 
TB,BISO,2 
TBData,,fy,2.9 
 
MP,EX,3,Es  
MP,PRXY,3,Emus 
TB,BISO,3,,2 
TBData,,fys,2.9 
 
MP,Ex,4,Eg 
MP,PRXY,4,Emuc 
TB,Concr,4 
TBData,,0.2,0.3,fgt,-1 
 
Tb,czm,5,1,1,CBDD 
Tbdata,1,0.48,0.015,,,.01 
 
ET,1,Solid65 
Keyopt,1,3,2 
Keyopt,1,7,1 
 
ET,2,Solid45 
!Keyopt,2,1,0 
!Keyopt,2,2,1 
 
ET,3,Link8 
 
ET,4,Solid65 
Keyopt,4,3,2 
Keyopt,4,7,1 
 
Et,5,targe170 
Et,6,conta173 
Keyopt,6,10,2    
Keyopt,6,2,1 
Keyopt,6,12,5  
     
Keyopt,6,9,1 
Keyopt,6,5,1 
 
ET,7,Combin39 
Keyopt,7,3,1 
 
!Real Constants 
R,1,2,0.008381,0,0,2,0.02
1 
RMORE,0,90 
R,2 
R,3,0.215,4E-3 
R,4 
R,5,,,0.01 
R,6,,,0.01 
R,7,0,0,0.003937,1.2365,0
.007874,1.7704 
Rmore,0.025591,2.3324,0.
03937,2.5291,0.112205,3.
3722 
R,8 
R,9 
 
K,1, 
K,2,,1.75 
K,3,,2.5 
K,4,,3.5 
K,5,,6 
K,6,,6.75 
K,7,,hd 
K,8,0.5 
K,9,0.5,1.75 
K,10,1.25,2.5 
K,11,1.25,3.5024 
K,12,1.25,6 
K,13,0.75,6.75 
K,14,0.75,hd 
 
K,15,4 
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K,16,4,1.75 
K,17,4,2.5 
K,18,4,3.5246 
K,19,4,6 
K,20,4,6.75 
K,21,4,hd 
K,22,6 
K,23,6,3.5554 
K,24,6,hd 
K,25,8 
K,26,8,3.5985 
K,27,8,hd 
K,28,12 
K,29,12,3.7216 
K,30,12,hd 
K,31,15 
K,32,15,3.8463 
K,33,15,hd 
K,34,20 
K,35,20,4.1160 
K,36,20,hd 
K,37,28.8177 
K,38,28.8177,4.7802 
K,39,28.8177,hd 
K,40,30.8177 
K,41,30.8177,4.9644 
K,42,30.8177,hd 
K,43,32.8177 
K,44,32.8177,5.1612 
K,45,32.8177,hd 
K,46,40.3262 
K,47,40.3262,5.9696 
K,48,40.3262,hd 
K,49,48.5 
K,50,48.5,hd 
 
!Replicate Keypoints 
Allsel,all 
Kgen,2,all,,,,,11.9 
Ksel,s,,,51,100 
Kgen,2,all,,,,,5 
Ksel,s,,,1,50 
Kgen,2,all,,,,,24.8 
 
Allsel,all 
 
V,1,51,58,8,2,52,59,9 
V,2,52,59,9,3,53,60,10 
V,3,53,60,10,4,54,61,11 
V,4,54,61,11,5,55,62,12 
V,5,55,62,12,6,56,63,13 
V,6,56,63,13,7,57,64,14 
 
V,8,58,65,15,9,59,66,16 
V,9,59,66,16,10,60,67,17 
V,10,60,67,17,11,61,68,18 
V,11,61,68,18,12,62,69,19 
V,12,62,69,19,13,63,70,20 
V,13,63,70,20,14,64,71,21 
 
V,15,65,72,22,18,68,73,23 
V,18,68,73,23,21,71,74,24 
V,22,72,75,25,23,73,76,26 
V,23,73,76,26,24,74,77,27 
V,25,75,78,28,26,76,79,29 
V,26,76,79,29,27,77,80,30 
V,28,78,81,31,29,79,82,32 
V,29,79,82,32,30,80,83,33 
V,31,81,84,34,32,82,85,35 
V,32,82,85,35,33,83,86,36 
V,34,84,87,37,35,85,88,38 
V,35,85,88,38,36,86,89,39 
V,37,87,90,40,38,88,91,41 
V,38,88,91,41,39,89,92,42 
V,40,90,93,43,41,91,94,44 
V,41,91,94,44,42,92,95,45 
V,43,93,96,46,44,94,97,47 
V,44,94,97,47,45,95,98,48 
V,46,96,99,49,48,98,100,5
0 
 
 
V,51,101,108,58,52,102,1
09,59 
V,52,102,109,59,53,103,1
10,60 
V,53,103,110,60,54,104,1
11,61 
V,54,104,111,61,55,105,1
12,62 
V,55,105,112,62,56,106,1
13,63 
V,56,106,113,63,57,107,1
14,64 
 
V,58,108,115,65,59,109,1
16,66 
V,59,109,116,66,60,110,1
17,67 
V,60,110,117,67,61,111,1
18,68 
V,61,111,118,68,62,112,1
19,69 
V,62,112,119,69,63,113,1
20,70 
V,63,113,120,70,64,114,1
21,71 
 
V,65,115,122,72,68,118,1
23,73 
V,68,118,123,73,71,121,1
24,74 
V,72,122,125,75,73,123,1
26,76 
V,73,123,126,76,74,124,1
27,77 
V,75,125,128,78,76,126,1
29,79 
V,76,126,129,79,77,127,1
30,80 
V,78,128,131,81,79,129,1
32,82 
V,79,129,132,82,80,130,1
33,83 
V,81,131,134,84,82,132,1
35,85 
V,82,132,135,85,83,133,1
36,86 
V,84,134,137,87,85,135,1
38,88 
V,85,135,138,88,86,136,1
39,89 
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V,87,137,140,90,88,138,1
41,91 
V,88,138,141,91,89,139,1
42,92 
V,90,140,143,93,91,141,1
44,94 
V,91,141,144,94,92,142,1
45,95 
V,93,143,146,96,94,144,1
47,97 
V,94,144,147,97,95,145,1
48,98 
V,96,146,149,99,98,148,1
50,100 
 
 
V,101,151,158,108,102,15
2,159,109 
V,102,152,159,109,103,15
3,160,110 
V,103,153,160,110,104,15
4,161,111 
V,104,154,161,111,105,15
5,162,112 
V,105,155,162,112,106,15
6,163,113 
V,106,156,163,113,107,15
7,164,114 
 
V,108,158,165,115,109,15
9,166,116 
V,109,159,166,116,110,16
0,167,117 
V,110,160,167,117,111,16
1,168,118 
V,111,161,168,118,112,16
2,169,119 
V,112,162,169,119,113,16
3,170,120 
V,113,163,170,120,114,16
4,171,121 
 
V,115,165,172,122,118,16
8,173,123 
V,118,168,173,123,121,17
1,174,124 
V,122,172,175,125,123,17
3,176,126 
V,123,173,176,126,124,17
4,177,127 
V,125,175,178,128,126,17
6,179,129 
V,126,176,179,129,127,17
7,180,130 
V,128,178,181,131,129,17
9,182,132 
V,129,179,182,132,130,18
0,183,133 
V,131,181,184,134,132,18
2,185,135 
V,132,182,185,135,133,18
3,186,136 
V,134,184,187,137,135,18
5,188,138 
V,135,185,188,138,136,18
6,189,139 
V,137,187,190,140,138,18
8,191,141 
V,138,188,191,141,139,18
9,192,142 
V,140,190,193,143,141,19
1,194,144 
V,141,191,194,144,142,19
2,195,145 
V,143,193,196,146,144,19
4,197,147 
V,144,194,197,147,145,19
5,198,148 
V,146,196,199,149,148,19
8,200,150 
 
Allsel,all 
wpoff,36.1523,4.1335,9.2
750 
Vsel,u,,,1,6 
Vsel,u,,,32,37 
Vsel,u,,,63,68 
vsbw,all 
wpoff,,,10.25 
vsbw,all 
wpoff,,,-10.25 
wprot,6.36 
wpoff,6.2121 
wprot,-6.36,,90 
vsbw,all 
wprot,,,-90 
wprot,6.36,90 
Vsel,s,,,29,60,31 
Vsel,a,,,69,71,2 
Vsel,a,,,75,138,63 
vsbw,all 
Allsel,all 
wprot,,,20.8799 
Vsel,s,,,70,72,2 
Vsel,a,,,76 
vsbw,all 
wprot,,,-20.8799 
wprot,,-90 
Allsel,all 
wpoff,-6.2121 
wprot,,,90 
Vsel,s,,,30,140,110 
Vsel,a,,,61,62 
Vsel,a,,,86,88,2 
vsbw,all 
Allsel,all 
wprot,,,-90 
Block,0,1,0,2.75,0,10.25 
Asel,s,,,554 
Asel,a,,,641,656,15 
vsba,30,all 
Vsel,s,,,60,92,32 
Vsel,a,,,71,72 
Vsel,a,,,80,84,2 
Vsel,a,,,89,90 
Vsel,a,,,138 
Vsel,a,,,168,169 
Vdele,all,,,1 
Allsel,all 
 
wpoff,,,2.625 
Vsel,s,,,61,62 
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vsbw,all 
wpoff,,,5 
Vsel,s,,,71,72 
vsbw,all 
wpstyl,defa 
wpstyl 
 
wpoff,,,32.8 
CSWPLA,11,0 
NUMOFF,KP,1000 
NUMOFF,volu,1000 
 
K,1, 
K,2,,1.75 
K,3,,2.5 
K,4,,3.5 
K,5,,6 
K,6,,6.75 
K,7,,hd 
K,8,0.5 
K,9,0.5,1.75 
K,10,1.25,2.5 
K,11,1.25,3.5024 
K,12,1.25,6 
K,13,0.75,6.75 
K,14,0.75,hd 
 
K,15,4 
K,16,4,1.75 
K,17,4,2.5 
K,18,4,3.5552 
K,19,4,6 
K,20,4,6.75 
K,21,4,hd 
K,22,6 
K,23,6,3.6242 
K,24,6,hd 
K,25,8 
K,26,8,3.7209 
K,27,8,hd 
K,28,12 
K,29,12,3.9974 
K,30,12,hd 
K,31,15 
K,32,15,4.2779 
K,33,15,hd 
K,34,20 
K,35,20,4.8859 
K,36,20,hd 
K,37,28.8177 
K,38,28.8177,6.2646 
K,39,28.8177,hd 
K,40,30.8177 
K,41,30.8177,hd 
K,42,32.8177 
K,43,32.8177,hd 
K,44,40.3262 
K,45,40.3262,hd 
 
K,46,48.5 
K,47,48.5,hd 
 
!Replicate Keypoints 
Ksel,s,,,1,47 
Kgen,2,all,,,,,7.9 
Ksel,s,,,48,94 
Kgen,2,all,,,,,5 
Ksel,s,,,1,47 
Kgen,2,all,,,,,20.8 
 
Allsel,all 
 
V,1,48,55,8,2,49,56,9 
V,2,49,56,9,3,50,57,10 
V,3,50,57,10,4,51,58,11 
V,4,51,58,11,5,52,59,12 
V,5,52,59,12,6,53,60,13 
V,6,53,60,13,7,54,61,14 
 
V,8,55,62,15,9,56,63,16 
V,9,56,63,16,10,57,64,17 
V,10,57,64,17,11,58,65,18 
V,11,58,65,18,12,59,66,19 
V,12,59,66,19,13,60,67,20 
V,13,60,67,20,14,61,68,21 
 
V,15,62,69,22,18,65,70,23 
V,18,65,70,23,21,68,71,24 
V,22,69,72,25,23,70,73,26 
V,23,70,73,26,24,71,74,27 
V,25,72,75,28,26,73,76,29 
V,26,73,76,29,27,74,77,30 
V,28,75,78,31,29,76,79,32 
V,29,76,79,32,30,77,80,33 
V,31,78,81,34,32,79,82,35 
V,32,79,82,35,33,80,83,36 
V,34,81,84,37,35,82,85,38 
V,35,82,85,38,36,83,86,39 
V,37,84,87,40,39,86,88,41 
V,40,87,89,42,41,88,90,43 
V,42,89,91,44,43,90,92,45 
V,44,91,93,46,45,92,94,47 
 
V,48,95,102,55,49,96,103,
56 
V,49,96,103,56,50,97,104,
57 
V,50,97,104,57,51,98,105,
58 
V,51,98,105,58,52,99,106,
59 
V,52,99,106,59,53,100,10
7,60 
V,53,100,107,60,54,101,1
08,61 
 
V,55,102,109,62,56,103,1
10,63 
V,56,103,110,63,57,104,1
11,64 
V,57,104,111,64,58,105,1
12,65 
V,58,105,112,65,59,106,1
13,66 
V,59,106,113,66,60,107,1
14,67 
V,60,107,114,67,61,108,1
15,68 
 
V,62,109,116,69,65,112,1
17,70 
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V,65,112,117,70,68,115,1
18,71 
V,69,116,119,72,70,117,1
20,73 
V,70,117,120,73,71,118,1
21,74 
V,72,119,122,75,73,120,1
23,76 
V,73,120,123,76,74,121,1
24,77 
V,75,122,125,78,76,123,1
26,79 
V,76,123,126,79,77,124,1
27,80 
V,78,125,128,81,79,126,1
29,82 
V,79,126,129,82,80,127,1
30,83 
V,81,128,131,84,82,129,1
32,85 
V,82,129,132,85,83,130,1
33,86 
V,84,131,134,87,86,133,1
35,88 
V,87,134,136,89,88,135,1
37,90 
V,89,136,138,91,90,137,1
39,92 
V,91,138,140,93,92,139,1
41,94 
 
V,95,142,149,102,96,143,
150,103 
V,96,143,150,103,97,144,
151,104 
V,97,144,151,104,98,145,
152,105 
V,98,145,152,105,99,146,
153,106 
V,99,146,153,106,100,147
,154,107 
V,100,147,154,107,101,14
8,155,108 
 
V,102,149,156,109,103,15
0,157,110 
V,103,150,157,110,104,15
1,158,111 
V,104,151,158,111,105,15
2,159,112 
V,105,152,159,112,106,15
3,160,113 
V,106,153,160,113,107,15
4,161,114 
V,107,154,161,114,108,15
5,162,115 
 
V,109,156,163,116,112,15
9,164,117 
V,112,159,164,117,115,16
2,165,118 
V,116,163,166,119,117,16
4,167,120 
V,117,164,167,120,118,16
5,168,121 
V,119,166,169,122,120,16
7,170,123 
V,120,167,170,123,121,16
8,171,124 
V,122,169,172,125,123,17
0,173,126 
V,123,170,173,126,124,17
1,174,127 
V,125,172,175,128,126,17
3,176,129 
V,126,173,176,129,127,17
4,177,130 
V,128,175,178,131,129,17
6,179,132 
V,129,176,179,132,130,17
7,180,133 
V,131,178,181,134,133,18
0,182,135 
V,134,181,183,136,135,18
2,184,137 
V,136,183,185,138,137,18
4,186,139 
V,138,185,187,140,139,18
6,188,141 
 
Allsel,all 
wpoff,24.2276,4.1440,5.2
750 
Vsel,u,,,1,6 
Vsel,u,,,29,34 
Vsel,u,,,57,62 
vsbw,all 
wpoff,,,10.25 
vsbw,all 
wpoff,,,-10.25 
wpstyl,defa 
wpoff,36.1523,4.1335 
wprot,6.36 
wpoff,6.2121 
wprot,-6.36,,90 
Vsel,s,,,28 
Vsel,a,,,127,128 
Vsel,a,,,56,150,94 
vsbw,all 
wpstyl,defa 
wpoff,,,29.8 
Allsel,all 
wpoff,24.2276,4.1440,8.2
750 
wprot,9.527283,90 
Vsel,s,,,23,25,2 
Vsel,a,,,51,53,2 
Vsel,a,,,117,121,4 
vsbw,all 
wprot,,,90 
Vsel,s,,,24,52,28 
Vsel,a,,,56,74,18 
Vsel,a,,,78,119,41 
vsbw,all 
wprot,,-90 
wprot,-90 
Block,0,1,0,2.75,0,10.25 
Asel,s,,,1092 
Asel,a,,,1137,1230,93 
vsba,24,all 
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*Get,Llength,line,1582,len
g 
wpoff,Llength 
*Get,Llength,line,1553,len
g 
wpoff,Llength 
wprot,14.511816 
wprot,,90 
Vsel,s,,,26,54,28 
Vsel,a,,,123 
vsbw,all 
Vsel,s,,,51,80,29 
Vsel,a,,,74,76,2 
Vsel,a,,,82,83 
Vsel,a,,,117,119,2 
Vsel,a,,,150,151 
Vsel,a,,,127,153,26 
Vdele,all,,,1 
Allsel,all 
 
wpstyl,defa 
wpoff,24.2276,4.1440,40.
7 
Vsel,s,,,52,56,4 
vsbw,all 
wpoff,,,5 
Vsel,s,,,54,74,20 
vsbw,all 
wpstyl,defa 
wpstyl 
 
!Duplicate sections 
Vsel,s,,,1000,2000 
NUMOFF,KP,1000 
NUMOFF,volu,1000 
Vgen,2,all,,,,,57.6 
Csys,0 
 
wpoff,,,61.6 
vsbw,all 
Vsel,s,loc,z,57.6,61.6 
Vdele,all,,,1 
wpstyl,defa 
 
Vsel,s,,,1000,1500 
NUMOFF,KP,1000 
NUMOFF,volu,1000 
Vgen,2,all,,,,,57.6 
 
Vsel,s,,,3000,4000 
wpoff,,,72 
CSWPLA,12,0 
NUMOFF,KP,1000 
NUMOFF,volu,1000 
Vsymm,z,all 
wpstyl,defa 
wpstyl  
 
!Connect sections 
V,4151,3001,3008,4158,4
152,3002,3009,4159 
V,4152,3002,3009,4159,4
153,3003,3010,4160 
V,4153,3003,3010,4160,4
155,3005,3012,4162 
V,4155,3005,3012,4162,4
156,3006,3013,4163 
V,4156,3006,3013,4163,4
157,3007,3014,4164 
V,4158,3008,3015,4165,4
159,3009,3016,4166 
V,4159,3009,3016,4166,4
160,3010,3017,4167 
V,4160,3010,3017,4167,4
162,3012,3019,4169 
V,4162,3012,3019,4169,4
163,3013,3020,4170 
V,4163,3013,3020,4170,4
164,3014,3021,4171 
V,4165,3015,3022,4172,4
171,3021,3024,4174 
V,4172,3022,3025,4175,4
174,3024,3027,4177 
V,4175,3025,3028,4178,4
177,3027,3030,4180 
V,4178,3028,3031,4181,4
180,3030,3033,4183 
V,4181,3031,3034,4184,4
183,3033,3036,4186 
V,4184,3034,3037,4187,4
186,3036,3039,4189 
V,4187,3037,3040,4190,4
189,3039,3041,4192 
V,4190,3040,3042,4193,4
192,3041,3043,4195 
V,4193,3042,3044,4196,4
195,3043,3045,4198 
V,4196,3044,3275,4297,4
198,3045,3276,4298 
V,4297,3275,3046,4199,4
298,3276,3047,4200 
 
V,3142,2343,2344,3149,3
143,2345,2346,3150 
V,3143,2345,2346,3150,3
144,2347,2348,3151 
V,3144,2347,2348,3151,3
146,2351,2352,3153 
V,3146,2351,2352,3153,3
147,2353,2354,3154 
V,3147,2353,2354,3154,3
148,2355,2356,3155 
V,3149,2344,2363,3156,3
150,2346,2364,3157 
V,3150,2346,2364,3157,3
151,2348,2365,3158 
V,3151,2348,2365,3158,3
153,2352,2367,3160 
V,3153,2352,2367,3160,3
154,2354,2368,3161 
V,3154,2354,2368,3161,3
155,2356,2369,3162 
V,3156,2363,2370,3163,3
162,2369,2372,3165 
V,3163,2370,2373,3166,3
165,2372,2375,3168 
V,3166,2373,2376,3169,3
168,2375,2378,3171 
V,3169,2376,2379,3172,3
171,2378,2381,3174 
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V,3172,2379,2382,3175,3
174,2381,2384,3177 
V,3175,2382,2385,3178,3
177,2384,2387,3180 
V,3178,2385,2388,3181,3
180,2387,2390,3182 
V,3181,2388,2391,3183,3
182,2390,2393,3184 
V,3183,2391,2359,3185,3
184,2393,2360,3186 
V,3185,2359,2357,3279,3
186,2360,2358,3280 
V,3279,2357,2362,3187,3
280,2358,2361,3188 
 
V,2185,1001,1005,2186,2
187,1007,1010,2188 
V,2187,1007,1010,2188,2
189,1012,1014,2190 
V,2189,1012,1014,2190,2
193,1022,1024,2194 
V,2193,1022,1024,2194,2
195,1027,1030,2196 
V,2195,1027,1030,2196,2
197,1032,1035,2198 
V,2186,1005,1242,2311,2
188,1010,1243,2310 
V,2188,1010,1243,2310,2
190,1014,1245,2312 
V,2190,1014,1245,2312,2
194,1024,1249,2314 
V,2194,1024,1249,2314,2
196,1030,1251,2315 
V,2196,1030,1251,2315,2
198,1035,1253,2316 
V,2311,1242,1256,2318,2
316,1253,1259,2319 
V,2318,1256,1262,2321,2
319,1259,1265,2322 
V,2321,1262,1268,2324,2
322,1265,1271,2325 
V,2324,1268,1274,2327,2
325,1271,1277,2328 
V,2327,1274,1279,2330,2
328,1277,1282,2331 
V,2330,1279,1284,2333,2
331,1282,1288,2334 
V,2333,1284,1290,2336,2
334,1288,1291,2337 
V,2336,1290,1293,2339,2
337,1291,1294,2340 
V,2339,1293,1202,2227,2
340,1294,1203,2226 
V,2227,1202,1200,2225,2
226,1203,1201,2224 
V,2225,1200,1207,2228,2
224,1201,1206,2230 
 
V,1174,185,186,1175,117
6,187,188,1177 
V,1176,187,188,1177,117
8,189,190,1179 
V,1178,189,190,1179,118
2,193,194,1183 
V,1182,193,194,1183,118
4,195,196,1185 
V,1184,195,196,1185,118
6,197,198,1187 
V,1175,186,311,1296,117
7,188,310,1295 
V,1177,188,310,1295,117
9,190,312,1297 
V,1179,190,312,1297,118
3,194,314,1299 
V,1183,194,314,1299,118
5,196,315,1300 
V,1185,196,315,1300,118
7,198,316,1301 
V,1296,311,318,1303,130
1,316,319,1304 
V,1303,318,321,1306,130
4,319,322,1307 
V,1306,321,324,1309,130
7,322,325,1310 
V,1309,324,327,1312,131
0,325,328,1313 
V,1312,327,330,1315,131
3,328,331,1316 
V,1315,330,333,1319,131
6,331,334,1321 
V,1319,333,336,1324,132
1,334,337,1323 
V,1324,336,339,1326,132
3,337,340,1325 
V,1326,339,227,1215,132
5,340,226,1214 
V,1215,227,225,1213,121
4,226,224,1212 
V,1213,225,228,1216,121
2,224,230,1217 
 
!Extend concrete for large 
flexure specimen 
Block,48.5,Ld,0,hd,0,bd 
wprot,,,90 
wpoff,,,52.5 
vsbw,all 
wpoff,,,4 
vsbw,all 
wpoff,,,4 
vsbw,all 
wpoff,,,4 
vsbw,all 
wpoff,,,4 
vsbw,all 
wpoff,,,4 
vsbw,all 
wpoff,,,4 
vsbw,all 
wpoff,,,4 
vsbw,all 
wpoff,,,4 
vsbw,all 
wpoff,,,4 
vsbw,all 
wpoff,,,4 
vsbw,all 
wpstyl,defa 
 
!Move grout 
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Vsel,s,loc,x,0,1 
Vgen,2,all,,,,10,,,,,0 
Vsel,s,loc,x,0,1 
Vsel,r,loc,y,0,8.75 
Vdele,all,,,1 
Vsel,s,loc,x,0,1 
Vgen,,all,,,,-10,,,,1 
 
Allsel,all 
wprot,,,90 
wpoff,,,2 
vsbw,all 
wpstyl,defa 
 
!Copy all volumes to other 
side 
Allsel,all 
Vsymm,x,all  
 
!Girders 
Block,-L/2,L/2,-(tf+hg),-
hg,36-(bf/2),36+(bf/2) 
Block,-L/2,L/2,-(hg+d-tf),-
(hg+tf),36-
(tw/2),36+(tw/2) 
Block,-L/2,L/2,-(hg+d),-
(hg+d-tf),36-
(bf/2),36+(bf/2) 
Vsel,s,loc,y,-(hg+d),-hg 
Vgen,2,all,,,,,72 
Block,-0.625/2,0.625/2,-
(hg+d-tf),-(hg+tf),36-
(tw/2)-3.5,36-(tw/2) 
Vsel,s,,,1737 
Vgen,2,all,,,,,72+tw+3.5 
Vsel,s,,,1737,1738 
Vgen,2,all,,,-L/4 
Vsel,s,,,1737,1738 
Vgen,2,all,,,L/4 
 
!Bearing Plate 
Block,84.5,96.5,8.75,10.7
5,36-(12/2),36+(12/2) 
Vsel,s,loc,y,8.75,10.75 
Vgen,2,all,,,,,72 
Vgen,2,all,,,-181 
 
!Cut concrete for Shear 
Stud placement 
CSYS,0 
Allsel,all 
Vsel,u,loc,x,-1,1 
Vsel,u,loc,x,L/4 
Vsel,u,loc,x,-L/4 
Vsel,u,loc,y,8.75,10.75 
Vsel,a,loc,y,-(hg+tf),-(hg) 
wpoff,,,35.4375 
vsbw,all 
wpoff,,,73.125 
vsbw,all 
wpstyl,defa 
Vsel,s,loc,x,-96.5,-48.5 
Vsel,a,loc,x,48.5,96.5 
Vsel,a,loc,y,-(hg+tf),-(hg) 
Vsel,u,loc,y,8.75,10.75 
Vsel,u,loc,x,L/4 
Vsel,u,loc,x,-L/4 
wpoff,,,9.2750 
vsbw,all 
wpoff,,,2.625 
vsbw,all 
wpoff,,,5 
vsbw,all 
wpoff,,,2.625 
vsbw,all 
wpoff,,,5.275 
vsbw,all 
wpoff,,,8 
vsbw,all 
wpoff,,,5.275 
vsbw,all 
wpoff,,,2.625 
vsbw,all 
wpoff,,,5 
vsbw,all 
wpoff,,,2.625 
vsbw,all 
wpoff,,,5.275 
vsbw,all 
wpoff,,,8 
vsbw,all 
wpoff,,,5.275 
vsbw,all 
wpoff,,,2.625 
vsbw,all 
wpoff,,,5 
vsbw,all 
wpoff,,,2.625 
vsbw,all 
wpoff,,,5.275 
vsbw,all 
wpoff,,,8 
vsbw,all 
wpoff,,,5.275 
vsbw,all 
wpoff,,,2.625 
vsbw,all 
wpoff,,,5 
vsbw,all 
wpoff,,,2.625 
vsbw,all 
wpoff,,,5.275 
vsbw,all 
wpoff,,,8 
vsbw,all 
wpoff,,,5.275 
vsbw,all 
wpoff,,,2.625 
vsbw,all 
wpoff,,,5 
vsbw,all 
wpoff,,,2.625 
vsbw,all 
wpstyl,defa 
Vsel,s,loc,z,32.8,38.075 
Vsel,a,loc,z,105.925,111.2 
Vsel,a,loc,y,-(hg+d),-hg 
wprot,,,90 
wpoff,,,82 
vsbw,all 
wpoff,,,-164 
vsbw,all 
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wpstyl,defa 
 
!Glue Grout 
Vsel,s,loc,x,-1,1 
Vsel,u,loc,y,-(hg+d),-hg 
Vglue,all 
 
!Glue concrete and bearing 
plates 
Vsel,inve 
Vsel,u,loc,y,-(hg+d),-hg 
Vglue,all 
 
!Glue Girders 
Vsel,s,loc,y,-(hg+d),-hg 
wprot,,,90 
wpoff,,,15 
vsbw,all 
wpoff,,,33.5 
vsbw,all 
wpstyl,defa 
wprot,,,-90 
wpoff,,,15 
vsbw,all 
wpoff,,,33.5 
vsbw,all 
wpstyl,defa 
Vglue,all 
 
!Glue and Mesh Curved 
Strand 
Lsel,s,,,831,832 
Lsel,a,,,15613,15614 
Lsel,a,,,10189,10334,145 
Lsel,a,,,213,705,492 
Lsel,a,,,106,184,13 
Lsel,a,,,91,273,182 
Lsel,a,,,354,377,23 
Lsel,a,,,5705,6072,367 
Lsel,a,,,5061,5113,52 
Lsel,a,,,10343,10383,8 
Lsel,a,,,10285,10390,105 
Lsel,a,,,10423,10424 
Lsel,a,,,282,330,8 
Lsel,a,,,519,859,340 
Lsel,a,,,31,38,7 
Lsel,a,,,10204,10269,13 
Lsel,a,,,10303,10403,100 
 
Lsel,a,,,1588,1596,8 
Lsel,a,,,971,1372,401 
Lsel,a,,,4938,4983,45 
Lsel,a,,,916,1083,167 
Lsel,a,,,931,970,13 
Lsel,a,,,15599,15600 
Lsel,a,,,2028,2160,132 
Lsel,a,,,7571,7596,25 
Lsel,a,,,9723,9856,133 
Lsel,a,,,9865,9881,8 
Lsel,a,,,9890,9901,11 
Lsel,a,,,9808,9816,8 
Lsel,a,,,1092,1116,8 
Lsel,a,,,7509,7511,2 
Lsel,a,,,1662,1875,213 
Lsel,a,,,9738,9764,13 
Lsel,a,,,9780,9792,12 
 
Lsel,a,,,1979,1992,13 
Lsel,a,,,2045,2046 
Lsel,a,,,1827,1845,18 
Lsel,a,,,4824,4827,3 
Lsel,a,,,1731,1923,192 
Lsel,a,,,1932,1972,8 
Lsel,a,,,15585,15586 
Lsel,a,,,3608,5202,1594 
Lsel,a,,,7825,7985,160 
Lsel,a,,,9205,9350,145 
Lsel,a,,,9359,9399,8 
Lsel,a,,,9301,9319,18 
Lsel,a,,,9406,9419,13 
Lsel,a,,,9439,9440 
Lsel,a,,,1746,1811,13 
Lsel,a,,,7917,7919,2 
Lsel,a,,,5167,5170,3 
Lsel,a,,,9220,9285,13 
 
Lsel,a,,,2641,2649,8 
Lsel,a,,,2770,2781,11 
Lsel,a,,,2745,2761,8 
Lsel,a,,,2312,2736,424 
Lsel,a,,,3624,5340,1716 
Lsel,a,,,4706,4751,45 
Lsel,a,,,15571,15572 
Lsel,a,,,7841,8256,415 
Lsel,a,,,8739,8872,133 
Lsel,a,,,8881,8897,8 
Lsel,a,,,8906,8917,11 
Lsel,a,,,8824,8832,8 
Lsel,a,,,2625 
Lsel,a,,,2522,2583,61 
Lsel,a,,,2435,2466,31 
Lsel,a,,,8112,8117,5 
Lsel,a,,,5270,5274,4 
Lsel,a,,,8754,8780,13 
Lsel,a,,,8796,8808,12 
 
Lsel,a,,,3583,3596,13 
Lsel,a,,,3649,3650 
Lsel,a,,,3431,3449,18 
Lsel,a,,,3350,3415,13 
Lsel,a,,,3536,3576,8 
Lsel,a,,,3335,3527,192 
Lsel,a,,,5411,5495,84 
Lsel,a,,,5459,5463,4 
Lsel,a,,,4407,4459,52 
Lsel,a,,,12470,12471 
Lsel,a,,,8484,8486,2 
Lsel,a,,,8404,8548,144 
Lsel,a,,,906,1192,286 
Lsel,a,,,5606 
Lsel,a,,,1675,1902,227 
Lsel,a,,,2198,2297,99 
Lsel,a,,,5616,5656,8 
Lsel,a,,,2503,2976,473 
Lsel,a,,,5729,5730 
Lsel,a,,,5663,5676,13 
Lsel,a,,,3288 
 
Esize,2 
Lglue,all 
Latt,3,3,3 
Lmesh,all 
100 
 
 
!Mesh Grout 
Esize,2 
Vsel,s,loc,x,-1,1 
Vsel,u,loc,y,-(hg+d),-hg 
Vatt,4,4,4 
Vsweep,all 
 
!Mesh Steel Plates 
Esize,2 
Vsel,s,,,30 
Vsel,a,,,60,62,2 
Vsel,a,,,80,97,17 
Vsel,a,,,228,230,2 
Vsel,a,,,284,683,399 
Vsel,a,,,827 
Vsel,a,,,834,839,5 
Vsel,a,,,856,859,3 
Vsel,a,,,860,868,8 
Vsel,a,,,900 
Vsel,a,,,903,904 
Vsel,a,,,912,917,5 
Vsel,a,,,1026 
Vsel,a,,,1051,1078,27 
Vsel,a,,,1338,1351,13 
Vsel,a,,,1372,1436,64 
Vsel,a,,,1454,1456,2 
Vsel,a,,,1466,1541,75 
Vsel,a,,,1554,1575,21 
Vsel,a,,,1639,1657,18 
Vsel,a,,,1659,1671,12 
Vsel,a,,,2030 
Vsel,a,,,2060,2062,2 
Vsel,a,,,2080,3080,1000 
Vsel,a,,,2873 
Vsel,a,,,2875,2876 
Vsel,a,,,2889,2912,23 
Vsel,a,,,2914,2916 
Vsel,a,,,2923,2924 
Vsel,a,,,2937,2944,7 
Vsel,a,,,2955 
Vsel,a,,,4030,4060,30 
Vsel,a,,,4062,4082,20 
Vsel,a,loc,y,8.75,10.75 
Vatt,2,2,2 
Vsel,u,loc,y,8.75,10.75 
Vsweep,all 
 
!Mesh Concrete and Load 
Bearing Plates 
Esize,2 
Vsel,s,mat,,2,4,2 
Vsel,inve 
Vsel,u,loc,y,-(hg+d),-hg 
Vatt,1,1,1 
Vsel,r,loc,x,-12,12 
Vsweep,all 
Vsel,s,loc,x,-48.5,48.5 
Vsel,u,loc,x,-12,12 
Vsel,u,mat,,2,4,2 
Vsel,u,loc,y,-(hg+d),-hg 
Vsweep,all 
Allsel,all 
Vsel,u,loc,x,-48.5,48.5 
Vsel,u,loc,y,-(hg+d),-hg 
Vsweep,all 
 
!Mesh Girders 
Esize,0.6 
Vsel,s,loc,y,-(hg+d),-hg 
Vatt,2,2,2 
Vsweep,all 
 
!Place Shear Studs 
Allsel,all 
Ksel,s,loc,y 
!Ksel,a,loc,y,-hg 
Ksel,u,loc,x,-121,-82.01 
Ksel,u,loc,x,-81.99,-48.51 
Ksel,u,loc,x,-48.49,-15.01 
Ksel,u,loc,x,-14.99,14.99 
Ksel,u,loc,x,15.01,48.49 
Ksel,u,loc,x,48.51,81.99 
Ksel,u,loc,x,82.01,121 
Ksel,u,loc,z,0,32.79 
Ksel,u,loc,z,32.81,35.4374 
Ksel,u,loc,z,35.4376,38.07
49 
Ksel,u,loc,z,38.0751,105.9
249 
Ksel,u,loc,z,105.9251,108.
56249 
Ksel,u,loc,z,108.56251,11
1.19 
Ksel,u,loc,z,111.21,144 
Nslk,s 
Type,7 
Real,7 
Esys,0 
SECNUM,, 
TSHAP,LINE 
EINTF,0.0001,,LOW,0,0,0
,0,0 
 
!Contact Target Elements 
Allsel,all 
Vsel,s,mat,,4 
Aslv,r 
Asel,r,loc,x,0.5,1.25 
Asel,u,loc,x,0.50001,0.749
99 
Asel,u,loc,y,2.5 
Asel,u,loc,y,3.5,3.51 
Asel,u,loc,y,6 
Asel,u,loc,z,0 
Asel,u,loc,z,9.2750 
Asel,u,loc,z,11.9 
Asel,u,loc,z,16.9 
Asel,u,loc,z,19.525 
Asel,u,loc,z,24.8 
Asel,u,loc,z,32.8 
Asel,u,loc,z,38.075 
Asel,u,loc,z,40.7 
Asel,u,loc,z,45.7 
Asel,u,loc,z,48.325 
Asel,u,loc,z,53.6 
Asel,u,loc,z,61.6 
Asel,u,loc,z,66.875 
Asel,u,loc,z,69.5 
Asel,u,loc,z,74.5 
Asel,u,loc,z,77.125 
Asel,u,loc,z,82.4 
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Asel,u,loc,z,90.4 
Asel,u,loc,z,95.675 
Asel,u,loc,z,98.3 
Asel,u,loc,z,103.3 
Asel,u,loc,z,105.925 
Asel,u,loc,z,111.2 
Asel,u,loc,z,119.2 
Asel,u,loc,z,124.475 
Asel,u,loc,z,127.1 
Asel,u,loc,z,132.1 
Asel,u,loc,z,134.725 
Asel,u,loc,z,144 
Nsla,s,1 
Type,5 
Mat,4 
Real,5 
Tshape,quad 
Esurf,,top 
 
Allsel,all 
Vsel,s,mat,,1 
Vsel,r,loc,x,0,4 
Aslv,r 
Asel,r,loc,x,0.5,1.25 
Asel,u,loc,y,0 
Asel,u,loc,y,1.75 
Asel,u,loc,z,0 
Asel,u,loc,z,9.2750 
Asel,u,loc,z,11.9 
Asel,u,loc,z,16.9 
Asel,u,loc,z,19.525 
Asel,u,loc,z,24.8 
Asel,u,loc,z,32.8 
Asel,u,loc,z,35.4375 
Asel,u,loc,z,38.075 
Asel,u,loc,z,40.7 
Asel,u,loc,z,45.7 
Asel,u,loc,z,48.325 
Asel,u,loc,z,53.6 
Asel,u,loc,z,61.6 
Asel,u,loc,z,66.875 
Asel,u,loc,z,69.5 
Asel,u,loc,z,74.5 
Asel,u,loc,z,77.125 
Asel,u,loc,z,82.4 
Asel,u,loc,z,90.4 
Asel,u,loc,z,95.675 
Asel,u,loc,z,98.3 
Asel,u,loc,z,103.3 
Asel,u,loc,z,105.925 
Asel,u,loc,z,108.5625 
Asel,u,loc,z,111.2 
Asel,u,loc,z,119.2 
Asel,u,loc,z,124.475 
Asel,u,loc,z,127.1 
Asel,u,loc,z,132.1 
Asel,u,loc,z,134.725 
Asel,u,loc,z,144 
Nsla,s,1 
Type,6 
Mat,5 
Real,5 
Tshape,quad 
Esurf,,top 
 
Allsel,all 
Vsel,s,mat,,4 
Aslv,r 
Asel,r,loc,x,-1.25,-0.5 
Asel,u,loc,x,-0.74999,-
0.50001 
Asel,u,loc,y,2.5 
Asel,u,loc,y,3.5,3.51 
Asel,u,loc,y,6 
Asel,u,loc,z,0 
Asel,u,loc,z,9.2750 
Asel,u,loc,z,11.9 
Asel,u,loc,z,16.9 
Asel,u,loc,z,19.525 
Asel,u,loc,z,24.8 
Asel,u,loc,z,32.8 
Asel,u,loc,z,38.075 
Asel,u,loc,z,40.7 
Asel,u,loc,z,45.7 
Asel,u,loc,z,48.325 
Asel,u,loc,z,53.6 
Asel,u,loc,z,61.6 
Asel,u,loc,z,66.875 
Asel,u,loc,z,69.5 
Asel,u,loc,z,74.5 
Asel,u,loc,z,77.125 
Asel,u,loc,z,82.4 
Asel,u,loc,z,90.4 
Asel,u,loc,z,95.675 
Asel,u,loc,z,98.3 
Asel,u,loc,z,103.3 
Asel,u,loc,z,105.925 
Asel,u,loc,z,111.2 
Asel,u,loc,z,119.2 
Asel,u,loc,z,124.475 
Asel,u,loc,z,127.1 
Asel,u,loc,z,132.1 
Asel,u,loc,z,134.725 
Asel,u,loc,z,144 
Nsla,s,1 
Type,5 
Mat,4 
Real,6 
Tshape,quad 
Esurf,,top 
 
Allsel,all 
Vsel,s,mat,,1 
Vsel,r,loc,x,-4,0 
Aslv,r 
Asel,r,loc,x,-1.25,-0.5 
Asel,u,loc,y,0 
Asel,u,loc,y,1.75 
Asel,u,loc,z,0 
Asel,u,loc,z,9.2750 
Asel,u,loc,z,11.9 
Asel,u,loc,z,16.9 
Asel,u,loc,z,19.525 
Asel,u,loc,z,24.8 
Asel,u,loc,z,32.8 
Asel,u,loc,z,35.4375 
Asel,u,loc,z,38.075 
Asel,u,loc,z,40.7 
Asel,u,loc,z,45.7 
Asel,u,loc,z,48.325 
Asel,u,loc,z,53.6 
Asel,u,loc,z,61.6 
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Asel,u,loc,z,66.875 
Asel,u,loc,z,69.5 
Asel,u,loc,z,74.5 
Asel,u,loc,z,77.125 
Asel,u,loc,z,82.4 
Asel,u,loc,z,90.4 
Asel,u,loc,z,95.675 
Asel,u,loc,z,98.3 
Asel,u,loc,z,103.3 
Asel,u,loc,z,105.925 
Asel,u,loc,z,108.5625 
Asel,u,loc,z,111.2 
Asel,u,loc,z,119.2 
Asel,u,loc,z,124.475 
Asel,u,loc,z,127.1 
Asel,u,loc,z,132.1 
Asel,u,loc,z,134.725 
Asel,u,loc,z,144 
Nsla,s,1 
Type,6 
Mat,5 
Real,6 
Tshape,quad 
Esurf,,top 
 
Allsel,all 
Vsel,s,mat,,2 
Aslv,r 
Asel,r,loc,y,-hg 
Asel,u,loc,z,72,144 
Nsla,s,1 
Type,5 
Mat,2 
Real,8 
Tshape,quad 
Esurf,,top 
 
Allsel,all 
Vsel,s,mat,,1,4,3 
Aslv,r 
Asel,r,loc,y,0 
Asel,u,loc,z,0,24.8 
Asel,u,loc,z,45.7,144 
Nsla,s,1 
Type,6 
Mat,5 
Real,8 
Tshape,quad 
Esurf,,bottom 
 
Allsel,all 
Vsel,s,mat,,2 
Aslv,r 
Asel,r,loc,y,-hg 
Asel,u,loc,z,0,72 
Nsla,s,1 
Type,5 
Mat,2 
Real,9 
Tshape,quad 
Esurf,,top 
 
Allsel,all 
Vsel,s,mat,,1,4,3 
Aslv,r 
Asel,r,loc,y,0 
Asel,u,loc,z,0,98.3 
Asel,u,loc,z,119.2,144 
Nsla,s,1 
Type,6 
Mat,5 
Real,9 
Tshape,quad 
Esurf,,bottom 
 
finish 
/solu 
Allsel,all 
wpstyl,defa 
Nsel,s,loc,x,-7,7 
Nsel,r,loc,y,-(hg+d) 
d,all,uy 
d,all,uz 
Nsel,s,loc,y,10.75 
Nsel,u,loc,x,0,L/2 
d,all,ux 
d,all,uy 
d,all,uz 
 
Nsel,s,loc,y,10.75 
Nsel,u,loc,x,-L/2,0 
*Get,Ncount,node,0,count 
F=550 
F,all,Fy,-F/Ncount 
 
allsel,all 
cnvtol,f,,0.05,2,0.01 
nsubst,100 
outres,all,all 
autots,1 
ncnv,2 
neqit,200 
pred,on 
time,100 
solve 
